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MCMA to present showing
of 'The King and I'
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Rose for 30 days
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— News In Brief
Speeches, barbecue flavor state
politics, festival'organizer says

..

HENDERSON, Ky. ( AP ) - Political speeches and heaping platters of tangy. smoked meat are both fixtures of the western Kentucky
summer barbecue circuit.
"We're famous for our barbecue in western Kentucky and we
believe that barbecue and politics go hand-in-hand," said Pamela C.
Kirtley, an organizer of the Owensboro International Barbecue
naktival. "We haul up a wagon and put the red, white and blue bunting -around it and just let the speakers have their say."
At Fancy Farm, meanwhile, attendance at the annual St. Jerome
Church iummer,picnicis considered mandatory among politicians
seeking support in the fall election. This is the 108th year of the
cookout in rural Graves County, which is held the first Saturday in
August and was cited as the largest of its kind by editors of the Guthness Book of World Records.
Political campaigning has changed since the summer picnics
began in the 1880s, Mrs. Kirtley said.
"Television has changed things," she said. "We'll never go back to
the way it was, but we want to hang on to a little bit. The personal
.ouch is still important in politics."
And since there are few races on the ballot for the state's May 24
primary. organizers of the Owensboro festival are stirring in some
national flavor
Kentuckians made their presidential primary choices in the Super
Tuesday voting, but Mrs_ Kirtley said the campaigns have been invited to send representatives to the second day of the Owensboro
festival. May 14. Candidates for the U.S. House of Representatives
and the Kentucky General Assembly also have been asked.
The decade-old picnic in the self-proclaimed "Barbecue Capital of
the World" drew more than 40.000 fanciers of the tangy meat last
year Eleven teams will compete for a total of $500 in three
categories mutton, chicken and burgoo, the state's famed barbecue
stew The teams, most representing Catholic churches in the region,
donate their winnings to charity, and the field this year include* a
group from Ferdinand, Ind.
Entertainment will include music by the Waterloo Regional Police
Choir from Ontario. Canada. and two stages featuring bluegrass,
rock and country.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - The
campaign of Lacey Smith has accused incumbent U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard of unethical cOnduct
for using his banking subcommittee staff to investigate a $2.5
million loan taken out by Smith.
Sheryl Smith, Smith's wife and
campaign treasurer. accused
Hubbard of a "harassment job.-

She said Hubbard's interest in
the loan is "for political reasons
and it's not appropriate to use his
staff for that sort of thing."
Hubbard and Smith are locked
in a heated battle for the 1st Congressional District seat, a Campaign that one Washington, D.C.,
publication has labeled the
nastiest in the country.

Hubbard is chairman of the
House Banking Committee's subcommittee on general oversight
and investigations.
The same loan investigated by
Hubbard's subcommittee also is
being looked into by the General
Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress.
Thomas Condit, president of the

Hands-on experience

(Cont'd on page 2)

Improvements to the Calloway
County Jail have been completed
as the result of a state grant announced recently by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
A $43,330 grant from the Area
Development Fund has been
awarded to Calloway County as
partial reimbursement for renova- •
tion of the facility. According to
local officials, the grant will be used to reimburse the county for improvements to provide additional
facilities for female inmates, increase jail security, reinforce interior walls, add a no-contact
visitation area and upgrade the
jail to house and separate work
release inmates from the general
population.
The Purchase Area Development District Board of Directors
recommended the project for funding.
The Area Development Fund is
a capital projects program administered by the Department of
Local Government in the Office of
the Governor.
The state's 15 area development
districts make recommendations
to the department on the basis of
state law and policy for project
funding

Area residents had a chance to
see today's latest military'
equipment at the Murray State
University ROTC open house,
held Saturday at Stewart
Stadium. .Abo‘e. Joel Johnson
fired some blank rounds on a
truck-mounted machine gun as
MSI Cadet 2nd it. Charles
Fountain watched; below; Chip
King got a tour of a OH-58
helicopter from Fort Campbell
airman Francisco Cristobal. At
right, troops demonstrate
repelling from a Blackhawk
helicopter hovering over the
stadium turf. The annual event
was sponsored by the MSt
Department of Military
Science.

Gov.'s appointees'
salaries generally
lower than others
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API - The
two highest paid officials in the administration of Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson had their salaries set by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Energy Secretary George
Evans, who was reappointed to the
job by Wilkinson, and Labor
Secretary Carol Palmore. whose
long-term status is still up in the
air, receive a monthly salary of
$5,415.25, or $64,983 per year.
Generally, though, salaries for
officials in the Wilkinson administration are lower than those
paid to their predecessors.
The top two officials in Wilkinson's office, Cabinet Secretary
Richard "Smitty" Taylor and
Chief of Staff David McAnelly,
earn $64,980, 25 cents less each
month than Evans and Palmore.
The other cabinet secretaries

mat pholco ID) David Tuck
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National Consumer Cooperative
Bank, which made the loan, said
Monday he doesn't know who in
Congres requested the GAO inquiry, but "we probably assumed" it was Hubbard.
Hubbard could not be reached
for comment Monday. Neither

Improvements
to county jail
finished with
state funding
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Smith: Hubbard's committee did snooping

Elsewhere...
WARSAW. Poland - Solidarity claimed that labor unrest was
spreading across the nation after hundreds of workers went on strike
at the Lenin shipyard in Gdansk, where the outlawed labor federation
was born in 198%
METILL4, Israel - The army said Israeli troops crossed into
southern Lebanon to conduct a search operation for Arab raiders
following stepped-up guerrilla infiltrations of Israel's northern
border.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS - Michael Dukakis. steadily building
his delegate lead over Democratic presidential rival Jesse Jackson,
was heavily favored to score victories in Ohio and Indiana today
while Jackson was certain to carry the District of Columbia.
Los ANGELES - Armando Reyes bided his time for nearly a
year, waiting for the immigration service to reveal its amnesty program was a cruel Ufa But facing the deadline, Reyes took his place
in line to sign up
WASHINGTON - More anew violated federal clean air standards
last year for ozone, a principal part of smog, while fewer violated the
carbon monoxide standard, the Environmental Protection Agency
said today.
ST. WI'IS United Methodists stand firm against homosexual activity in clergy or others, but are leaving the way open to gaining
more knowledge on the subject.
WASHINGTON - Strong Capitol Hill opposition led the Pentago
n
to scuttle tentative plans to send Cbast Guard ships to the Persian
Gulf. say lawmakers who contend that the ships are needed more
for
anti-drug patrols.
SAN FRANCISCO - One day after a water rationing plan took effect, decorative fountains fell idle, bar tabs grew and plumbing supply stores reported brisk sales of water-saving devices.
LOS ANGELES - The rapid growth of cable television is making it
a major player in the entertainment industry, and the broadcast networks and Hollywood producers like Stephen Spielberg want a piece
of the action.

See page 9
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Reports to document astrologers'
roles in planning top schedules

Forecast
Tonight: Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of
WASHINGTON (API - First
thunderstorms. Low in the low
lady Nancy Reagan has regularly
to mid 50s.
consulted astrologers to help plan
Wednesday: Cloudy with a.,50
President Reagan's schedule, inpercent chance of
--eluding last December's signing of
thunderstorms.
the U.S.-Soviet treaty eliminating
Extended Forecast
- intermediate-range nuclear
The extended forecast call*
- missiles, published reports said
for partly cloudy skies with ontoday.
ly a slight chance of thunderFormer White House chief of
showers Thursday and Friday. .,
staff Donald T. Regan is expected
to document examples in which
LAKE LEVELS
Mrs. Reagan used astrology to
Kentucky
determine the timing of speeches,
109.0
Barkley
major events and announcements
359.0

in his soon-to-be-released book,
The Washington Post and The
Philadelphia Inquirer reported in
today's editions.
The Inquirer, citing unidentified
White, House sources, said Mrs.
Reagan insisted that the president
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev sign the INF treaty at 1:30
p.m. on Dec. 8. Accbrding to,the
sources, Mrs. Reagan was adamant about the time even when
aides suggested rescheduling the
((bnt'd on page V

Ronald Reagan

anc Reagan
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Wynn to appear on Today Show

Salaries...
(Cont'd from page 1)
make $60,000, about $5,000 less per
year than their counterparts in the
Collins administration.
At the top, Wilkinson's annual
salary of $68,364 'is 4.4 percent
higher than that received by
Collins.
The governor's salary, though,
is controlled by statute and rises in
relation to increases in the consumer price index. Wilkinson has
pledged that his salary next year
will increase by only 2 percent, the
same raise all merit system
workers will get in the 1989 fiscal
year.
The salary figures were obtained from the state Personnel
Department.
Press Secretary Doug Alexander said Monday the lower
salaries were set after the Wilkinson administration discovered the
poor financial condition of the
state.
The governor's office needs to
set the example," said Alexander,
whose salary of $50,000.16 is higher
than his predecessor Ivy about
$5,000.
Wilkinson has complained the
salaries available from state
government have hurt him in trying to attract people to work in his
administration.
"I think we've got a lot of people
who could make considerably
more money outside of state
government, but they've chosen to
help Wallace Wilkinson," Alexander said.
Key staff members in Wilkinson's office fall into two general
pay categories.
Floyd Poore, who was Collins'
transportation secretary for a
time, receives an annual salary of
$55,000.08 as public liaison.
A salary of $50,000.16 is paid to
Donna Moloney, chief of intergovernmental relations, and to
Bruce Wilkinson, who is the governor's nephew and in charge of appointments to boards and
commissions.
The departmental commissioners appointed by Wilkinson
have also had their salary set at
$50,000.16, or $4,166.68 per month.

Anita Wynn of Hollow Rock,
Tenn., just south of Paris, is
scheduled to appear on the Today
Show, an NBC morning news
show, Wednesday, May 4. She is
set to appear between 7-9 a.m.
Wynn will be discussing, the
alleged abduction of her 3-yeaf-old
child David Anthony Wynn.
Bonita Britt-Hopkins, director
of the local Parents Against Child
Abandonment (PACA) organization and West Kentucky director of
the search for the child, said the
abduction took place on Jan. 31,
1987, when the father, William
Alton Wynn, 31, picked up the
child on a visitation trip. The
Wynns were waiting for finalization of a divorce at the time.
The father is reported to be 5-11
and weigh 185 pounds. He has dark
brown hair, brown eyes and a dark
complexion. The child, when last
seen, was about three feet tall and
weighed approximately 30 pounds.
He has light blond hair and blue

eyes.
Hopkins urges anyone who
might have information concerning the location of the child to con-

tact either: Child Find, 1-800-1 AM-LOST; Carroll County Sheriff
Department, Jim Williams.
901-986-8947; or PACA, 753-3455.

Holmes Ellis receives honor

Family and friends of five-term
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis Sr.
surprised and honored him Tuesday evening by announcing the
Holmes Ellis Scholarship at Murray State University.
The scholarship. established with
contributions totaling $10,000, was
announced at the annual Murray-'
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce banquet.
A former Chamber "Man of the
Year". Ellis served the city as
mayor for four consecutive terms
"The King and I" will be performed at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
1957-731 and was elected to his preState Campus, Thursday, May 5, at 8 p.m., as the Murray Civic Music
sent term in 1982. A past president
Association's final offering of the season. Pictured here is Anna, the
of the Murray Chamber, he has
been president •Of the local Red
English governess as she reads to the children of the king, played by
Cross chapter—tie Murray- Rotary
young actors and actresses from Cincinnati's School of Creative add
Performing Arts. The tutor's most interested pupil however turns out to
Club and the Calloway County
be the king himself. Murray State students will be admitted by showing
Farm Bureau.
their student ID cards. Ramps for access by the handicapped are
A native of Mayfield, Ellis atavailable.
tended Murray State in 1932-33 and
(Coat'd from page 1)
graduated from the University of
event.
a market rate.
Kentucky in 1935. His wife, the
Newsweek magazine and NBC former Gela Furches of Calloway
He said the loan is proper in both
News reported on Monday that the County, is a 1943 graduate of MSU.
respects.
.(Cont'd from page 1)
Sheryl Smith agreed. saying. scheduling of major events had
Ellis worked with the UK
could a spokesman for GAO.
"There are no improprieties in the sometimes been changed because Agricultural Extensjon Service
Mrs. Smith said her husband loan."
the Reagans said an astrologer from 1935-41. then served his countook out the loan from the
Mark Hiltz, a senior vice presi- had indicated another time would try in the U.S. Army from 1942-46.
Washington bank in 1985 to dent of the bank, said Martin be better.
He rejoined the UK Agricultural
develop a retirement center in Sloane, an attorney in GAO's ofThe president was aware of the Extension Service in 1946 and was
West Palm Beach, Fla.
practice and approved of it, the named assistant commissioner of
fice Of general counsel, has been
Condit said he did not know looking into the loan.
Post said.
agriculture in 1948.
when two staff members of HubThe Post also reported that Mrs.
He became general manager and
Hiltz said Sloane didn't tell bank
bard's subcommittee came to the personnel who initiated the GAO Reagan turned to astrological con- treasurer of the Western Dark
bank requesting the information inquiry. "All he told us was he had sultation for some of her guidance Fired Tobacco. Association In Murthat Smith was running against a request from one of the subcom- after the president was shot in an ray in 1949, serving in those posiaqsassination attempt on March Otos until 1981. He was also vice
Hubbard. He said he assumed
mittees," said Hiltz.
Hubbard's staff wanted the inforchairman of the Kentucky TobacSloane could not be reached for 30.1981.
mation because of some consumer comment.
Mrs. Reagan consulted a co Research Board at UK from
inquiry or complaint.
Condit said Smith's project did number of astrologers, including 1971-81.
Had the bank known, he said, it not materialize because he did not Carroll Righter, a Los Angeles
Ellis received the Distinguished
would have required the subcom- get a zoning variance. Condit said astrologer mentioned in Reagan's Alumnus Award from the UK Colmittee to make its request in
the bank negotiated a new repay- 1985 autobiography, "Where's The lege of Agriculture Alumni
Association in 1982.
writing.
ment schedule with Smith. and he Rest Of Me?", the Post said.
Righter died Saturday at the age
A lieutenant colonel (retired) in
"I think we're just in the middle is complying with its terms.
of a campaign issue," he said. .
the U.S. Army Reserve, Ellis is a
The Paducah Sun reported last of 88.
Condit said Hubbard's subcomAsked about the reports, White past president of the Kentucky
week that Hubbard's campaign
mittee staff was interested in
House
spokesman Mark Weinberg Department Reserve Officers
committee paid a Washington law
whether the loan had sufficient firm $2,500 to investigate the same said Monday night, "I do not know Association.
He and Mrs Ellis have one son.
collateral and if the interest was at loan.
anything about it."

Schedules...

Smith...

Holmes Ellis Jr., of McMinnville,
Tenn., and three grandchildren.
The annual scholarship will be
administered by the MSU Founda.
tion. Guidelines for the award will
be established and announced at a
later time.
Additional contributions to the
scholarship fund may be made by
contacting Charles Ward, director
of development, at Murray state..
(502) 762-3001.

Purse taken from
Oxford residence
A purse containing approx
imately $580 was taken from an
Oxford Drive residence sometime
Monday night, according to a Murray Police Department
spokesman.
A window screen had been cut to
gain entrance, the spokesman
said. The family was at home, he
added.
Murray has been experiencing a
rash- of such incidents. No other
purse thefts from Monday night
had been reported to police this
morning.

Seaford treated.
released Monday
Mary . A. Seaford, 64. 162'A
Miller. was treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Monday following a twocar accident on North 16th Street
at approximately 7:48 a.m., according to a report from the Murray
Police Department
Seaford. who was north bound.
was reportedly - malting— a'Tight
turn into a parking lot near the
Boy Scout Museum when she was
struck in the rear by a car driven
by James M. Paschall. 17. Route 4.
the report indicated
Paschall was apparently
uninjured
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PERSPECTIVE
Agree Or Not

134_8.C. VanCuron

Succession bill still in the works
While it is a change that no acIt made a good contest of ideas
tion may be taken on it until the
Instead of a good looks and
1990 session of the General
popularity whingding.
Assembly, the constitutional
Predominantly Democratic
amendment to permit statewide
Kentucky had two strong factions
constitutional officers to succeed
for many years that often resulted
themselves should be prominent in bipartisn
combines where
In the planning stage until then.
Republicans had sufficient
This is a question that the people
strength to make a difference in
should have an opportunity to
the two factions.
decide. While succession seems a
The lovemaking seemed to start
good move within itself, there are
among the Democrats in the 1959
some balancing features that= race when Bert T. Combs
and
wouldmake it more equitable. Wilson Wyatt joined
forces in the
The most important of these would
Earle C. Clements faction against
be a double primary in the event
Harry Lee Waterfield of the A.B.
no candidate gets a constitutional
Chandler faction Combs and
majority (51 percent) of the vote.
Wyatt people came-to the concluSome rules should be made affecsion they could not beat Waterfield
ting Independents to prevent a
in a three-way race. Wyatt pulled
horde of opportunities from
out of the governor's race and joinentering.
ed Combs as a candidate for
A forfeiture fee of considerable
lieutenant governor with the
substance should be required of all
slogan, "the team you can trust."
candidates that didn't get a cerBreathitt beat Chandler in the
tain percentage of votes in a
1963 go-round, and then the
primary.
Republicans took over with Gov.
In the last three Democratic
Louie B. Nunn defeating Henry
primaries for governor, the winWard who was highway
Mr- received Icss than 40 percent commissioner.
at the vote and spent sufficient
A surprise popped up the next
money to win the November heat time with Lt. Gov.
Wendell Ford
as a shoo-in.
running against Bert T. Combs
In a very crowded field, as the
who gave politics another try.
last Democrat primaries have
There has been little if any facbeen, a blitzkreig media camtionalism since that time. It is
paign in the last two weeks
more like a cattle stampede.
becomes effective and the canAnyone who wants to see his name
didate trying to win at public
In print. it seems, jumps into the
speaking and handshaking is left
race.
standing alone on the courthouse
This is where the money comes
Steps
Into important play.
A friend gave a reason for a douWhat my friend was trying to
ble primary recently. He says say very simply is that we need
solidification of the Democratic serious candidates to discuss
the
party in Kentucky may not have Issues so that people may have
been a good idea for the state_ or some idea of the problems Kenfor the party He's of the old school tuckians are facing.
of handshaking, backpatting.
Popularity contests don't seem
precinct workers, and all of the (Id to be wise methods of choosing
trappings that put man on man.
people to run our state.

Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward
Even the guilty need a speedy trial
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Murphy's Pond is no place for Sunday-shoes

M.C. Garrott is in the hospital.
The following is a repeat of one
of his cplurnns.
For several years, I have
heard all kinds of tales about
Murphy's Pond, the 300-acre
primitive wildlife preserve Murray State University has acquired
for biological research and study.
It is one of the nation's few
totally undisturbed natural habitats and located almost on
the Graves-Hickman County line.
To reach it from Murray, you go
a few miles west of Fancy Farm
to Highway 307, then head south
for a couple of miles. From there
on you need a guide.
Joe Tom Erwin, our local
"Jeremiah Johnson," has invited
me time and again to go down
there, but, having heard all the
stories about cottonmouth moccasins "as big as your arm" lying :iround the place, I always
managed to find something else I
jiad to do.
The other day, however, we
needed some color pictures of
MuriShy's Pond for something,
and Joe and I headed down that
way in his four-wheeler Scout.
"It's too cold for the snakes," he
assured me. "They'll still be up
in the rocks. Don't worry about
'em."
• • •
The day we went, however,
turned out to be one of those
beautiful, warm days like we've
been having. The temperature
was near 70. "There might be
some snakes out," Joe said, as
we hummed along, "but they
won't be many. Not like there
will be in a few weeks." That

wheel drive, anci-we headed into
the bush, just like Marlin Perkins
on TV. I thought we would be
mired down 20 feet from the
road, but that Scout of Joe's
plowed through the water-filled
holes and the mud like it was on
hard surface.
Moments later we came to a
ditch. Blocking our way, it was.
deep and wide enough to hide a
news wasn't exactly something to
piano. "This is as far as we go."
g'hout about.
I thought. but, no. Joe got out,
Once we left the blacktop, Joe
looked into the ditch and squeezheaded down a little one-track
ed back behind the wheel.
gravel road which had been bad"Watch your heads now, and
ly washed out by the rains, all
don't get bumped," he warned.
the time peering into the trees
"We're going through. It might
and expounding his "bird watbe a little rough." The next thing
ching" expertise. I didn't see a
I knew I was looking down the
bird. I was too busy watching the
hood at a 45-degree angle. Then I
road and the flimsy little bridges
was tossed uncermoniously into
we were lurching across.
W.J.'s lap. Then just as quick, I
Almost to the "turn-off," which
was looking up the hood at the
turned out to look more like a
sky as the powerful little car
place where a tank had crashed
clawed its way up the opposite
through the brush than a "road,"
bank. Moments later we were at
we were held up while a couple or the edge of the swamp.
cows leisurely got out of the way.
• • •
About that time a station wagon
"They'll be out today" Chuck
pulled up. In it were Dr. W.J. Pit- chortled, snapping his snake
man, Dr. Harold Eversmeyer
grabber. "Yeah, and they're
and Dr. Charles (Cliuck Smith,
vicious this time of year after beand all from the biology departing in hibernation all winter,"
ment at Murray State.
W.J. chimed in.
The warm weather had brought
"Nothing they'd like better
them scurrying for labortory
than to sink a fang into a big fat
specimens, and Chuck, a widelyankle to start the year, either,"
recognized authority on snakes
piped up Joe Tom.
and frogs, was eagerly an-You fellows go ahead," I said.
ticipating catching some snakes
"I'll just stay in the car. I can
with his Medal grabber.
get all the pictures I need from
• • •
here. Besides I've got on my
Parking the station wagon
good shoes."
among the cows, they piled into
"Aw, come on, get out, M.C.,"
the Scout. Joe shifted into fourW.J. pleaded. "No snake is going

to bother you. They're too slow
and sluggish this time of year."
And off they went, wading
through water and mud halfway
to their knees. I did get out, but
stood perfectly still on the only
little patch of bare ground around
and keenly alert for anything that
moved within a 15-foot radius.
• • •
Chuck was off with a bound,
happily peering under logs and
into rotting stumps for snakes.
Harold got busy taking pictures
and kept trying to get me close
enough to look at a beaver dam
and lodge. W.J. pointed out the
virgin cypress growing in the
swamp, and Joe Tom kept offering me his binoculars for a look
at a red-bellied woodpecker.
Murphy's Pond abounds in all
kinds of animals: bobcat,
muskrat, beaver and fox, to
name a few. There's also all
kinds of fish, and, of course, the
cottonmouths. For a naturalist,
the place is second heaven. For a
natural coward like me, it is on
the other end of the axis.
I do agree v'ith our biologists
when they say the place should remain undisturbed for future
generations. The greatest threat,
they fear, is collectors — people
who came in and take out the
wildlife .unnecessarily.
One of them summed it up
pretty well the other day when.
looking out across the swamp
through the tall majestic cypress,
he said, "When anyone comes in
here, they should leave only foot.
prints and take only
photographs."

YOU'R RIGHT. IT'LL
NEG WORK-4 WASTE
OFIlk 10 EVEN NINK
ABOUT 111E.

A duststorm of controversy was criminal justice system. It
is
kicked up recently when a Federal already quite common for conJudge in Connecticut freed a con- victed felons sometimes guilty
of
victed killer because he had spent very serious offenses to be
paroled
18 months in jail in violation of his out of prison after serving only
a
Constitutional right to a speedy short time because of the overtrial.
crowded penitentiaries.
In making his ruling, U.S.
The overcrowded dockets pose
District Judge Peter C. Dorsey more of a problem in the larger
"The right to a speedy trial is cities of this country.
a rig t of all citizens, not just the ... For instance, the averag
e
innocent. It is a right which is not number of days between an indictlessened in retrospect by the fin- ment for a felony and the final
ding of guilty."
disposition of that case is 332 days
in Boston. Massachusetts. It
Pretty heavy stuff. should
be pointed out, however,
And what is also significant is
that that city has the dubious
the reason for the delay.
According to prosecutors the honor of having one of the most indelay was caused solely by a con- efficient and bogged—down court
gested court system which could systems in the country.
Even though the Boston pronot provide a judge and a courblem may be worse than any
troom to try his case
The state of Connecticut plans others and yen though the docket
of the MI6 are in much worse
on appealing the ruling
shape
than in the rural areas, we
This case, regardless of its
Ten years ago
ultimate outcome, is very signifi- could eventually come to the same
Carolyn Adams was sworn in as
problem throughout the entire
cant for two reasons.
a new member of Murray country as with the Connecticut
Callowa
y County Park Board.
First of all, under the United
murderer being released.
Joe
Kelso
was named as Jaycee
States and most state ConstituIt is the same type of crisis as
Man of the Year by Murray tions, the defendant is entitled to a we have with prison overCalloway County Jaycees. Ted
speedy trial. Most courts. crowding. The general population
Delaney is the new president and
however, have required that in wants offenders locked away, but
Don
Lovett is the outgoing
order for a charge to be dismissed it is reluctant to im
-upon
president.
it must be shown that the defense themselves the nece ry tax to
Births reported include a girl to
has been substantially impaired pay for their im sonment.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Larkins, April
by the dttlay and that the state Money for the court sys
s and a
12, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
acted in bad faith. Here the court more efficient processing of
Taylor,
April 22.
deviated from this standard and criminal cases is also hard to
Murray High School Golf won a
stated that a delay because of the come by. Consequently the
triangular match with Marshall
court docket will not exonerate the dockets swell and cases get
County
and Fulton City at Fulton.
state from it's responsibility to dismissed.
MI-IS golfers are Lynn Sullivan,
move the case speedily.
We have reached the point in
Trent Jones, Howard Boone and
The second reason this case is this country where we are going to
Mark Erwin.
significant is that it may be the have dangerous offenders coming
beginning of many where persons out at both ends.
guilty of crimes are put out on the
Perhaps when this happens. the
r!•1••ilot Sywd Ilf
streets in the front end of the pro- public will then be ready to pay the
-Add-81
ritagAir
cess because of an overloaded piper.
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Twenty years ago
Army Pvt. John C. Winter Jr.
has complated advanced training
as a combat engineer at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.
A house belonging to Odell Cunningham on Rt. 5, Murra, was
destroyed by fire on May 1. Also a
house at 1622 Otive8t. was gutted
by fire on May 1 and the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walker of
Rt. 6, Murray, was damaged by
fire last night.
Judy Bina was named ''Girl of
the Year" by Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
sorority.

thirty years ago
Mrs. Billy Murdock, Mrs. Otis
Workman, Mrs. Glenn Kelso and
Mrs. Ted Potts are new officers of
Lynn Grove High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Members of College
Presbyterian Church attending
Western Presbyterial at Highland
Presbyterian Church, Paducah,
were Mrs. B.F. Scherffius, Mrs.
Charles Crawford, Mrs. Orval
Austin, Mrs. Erkine Perkins and
Mrs. Jack Belote.
Forty years ago
A new city bus route will be

started May S in Murray, accorsling to John Ghibaudy, manager
of Murray Transit Co.
Local women's clubs in Murray
will sponsor a shower for Murray
Hospital on May 12, according to
Carmon Graham, administrator
of the hospital.
Ann Houston and Joe Grogan
were married April 24 at Corinth,
Miss.
Mildred Seymour is valedictorian and Charles Marlow is
salutatorian of Puryear High
School.

John A. Yezerski, M.D.
announces the relocation
of his practice in

Orthopaedic Surgery
including arthroscopy and hand surgery
to the

Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th St.
Suite 178
Murray, KY
(502) 759-1444
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Hospital reports.released-

C016way County Disaster
Group presented an award
West Kentucky Disaster and
Emergency Services Association
met on Thursday, April 28, at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn,
Murray,
A certificate for work promoting
an outstanding severe storms
awareness week was presented to
Calloway County. The county was
BARGAIN SHOWS
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All Seats '2.50
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

in competition with other part
time DES coordinators.
Elected as officers of the
association to serve this year were
the following:
Hal Greer, Fulton County Coordinator, president; Peggy Billington, Calloway County Coordinator, vice president; Jill Redden, Graves County Coordinator,
secretary; Tommy Kimbro,
Hickman County Coordinator,
treasurer.
Greer, Kimbro and Redden are
serving their second consecutive
terms in their respective offices.
The association was formed in
1986 to promote and strengthen
preparedness for disasters and
emergencies in western Kentucky
as well as the entire state.
We have made great strides
over the past two years in raising
our level of preparedness in
Western Kentucky through the
strengthening of our mutual aid
agreements, sharing of information and expertise and the regional
communications system which
should be operational within the
next month," Greer said.
Associational secretary Jill
Redden said the association has
proved to be very beneficial to
--each- individual organization involved as well as DES as a
whole.
The association is currently
comprised of the coordinators,
deputies and secretaries of
Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall, McCracken and Livingston
County DES organizations.

.V.

FREEI

95:30

Every Wednesday receive a second set of prints absolutely FREE
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

Glendale at Whitnell

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT. My daughter
was the worst biter in the world I was
at my wit's end. Then I tried the oldfashioned remedy of washing her
mouth out with soap. After that.
whenever she would open her mouth
to bite, I would remind her of the
soap. She never bit again.
DEAR READER. Washing out a
child's mouth with soap used to be a
fairly standard method of altering unacceptable behavior - and vocabulary. However, I advise against it The
practice is extremely unpleasant and.
I can tell you, ever since I had my
mouth washed out with soap at summer camp when I was a child. I have
strongly sympathized with youngsters
who are subjected to this procedure.
As a general rule, there are superior
ways by which parents can control
their children Growing up is tough
enough without having to do it while
foaming at the mouth

Second Set of Prints

Sot.

The • 13th Annual Hardin Days
will be held Friday and Saturday,
May 6 and 7.
A pageant to select Little Mr.
and Miss Hardin Day will be held
Friday night at the Community
Building in conjunction with a
talent show.
On Saturday, the Four Seasons
Restaurant and the Country
Crossroads Restaurant, both at
Hardin, will serve breakfast from
6 to 10 a.m. with all proceeds
donated to the Hardin-South Marshall Ftre Department'.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

is...
DOUBLE DAY

9.7

Hardin Days May 6 and 7

isn't advisable

Wednesday
fvl-F

••••••

AWARDS PRESENTED - Calloway County Middle School
Cheerleaders received awards at the recent Basketball Banquet held at
the school. They are, from left, front row, Michelle Allen, most improved cheerleader, Linda Thweatt, co-captain award. and Amy Torsak,
spirit award; back row, Stephanie Fletcher and Mitzi McKinney, both
spirit award for second year, Nicole West, co-captain award, Ginger
Adams, most outstanding cheerleader, and Rebecca Hoke, academic
achievement award.

Old 'remedy'

PHOTO COUPON

Saturday at 10 a.m. there will be
a parade through town and ending
at the City Park. The grand marshall will be Frank Siress.
At the park. there will be concessions, games, a flea market,
music and other things of interest.
The two-day celebration will
close with a musical and auction
to be held Saturday night at the
Community Building.
The public is urged to attend
thete special events and to support
the Hardin-South Marshall Fire
Department.
a swing set for our child What should
we look for to assure a safe piece of
equipment"
DEAR READER .All outside gym
equipment has risks. No manufacturer could possibly make a completely
safe swing set If that were the case.
the equipment wouldn't be fun. anyway However, you can perform a
service for your child by following
these guidelines:*
Make sure that infant swings have
short chains and that slides have gentle slopes. Landing areas should be
cushioned with sand or wood chips At
least once a month, check the equipment for sharp edges, splinters, loose
nuts and bolts, and any dangerously
worn places Anchor the swing or gym
securely with strong bolts or pegs and
stabilize the structures so that they
don't move in the ground Remember
that dangling ropes. chains and wires
can be hazardous Teach children the
proper way to mount swings and
slides, make sure they understand to
stay clear of areas in front and in
back of swings that are in use Insrruct youngsters in the appropriate
methods of climbing ladders and other fixtures
Most important Supervise Be present and be alert to potential problems while the children are playing
No safety feature is as good as a concerned parent who is in or near the
play area.

The Only REAL Italian Pizza'
in an al

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

99

11 A.M.-3 P.M.
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41'
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Best Western
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NAUTILUS INN
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Please rush my

tree color brochw,
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information to
Dept 227

Two newborn admissions ad
dismissals at Murray-Galloway
County Hospital for Sunday, May
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission's
Parm baby boy, parents. Janice
and William, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Sykes baby boy, parents, Jonetta and Michael, 1136 N Market
No. 28, Paris, Term
Dismissals
Mrs. Kimberly Dawn; butch.
Rt. 1, Hazel: Mrs. Tony& Marie
Wells, Rt. 6, Box 61. Murray; Mrs.
Marsha Sue Bullock. 584 Old Canton Pike, Cadiz:
Glenn A. Copeland, Rt. 1, Box
412, Metropolis, Ill , Mrs. Rose L.
Sheely. 1111 South 16th St., Murray. Mrs Louise H Utley. Rt. 1.
Box 78. Hardin;
Mrs. Florella R. Hendrickson
expiredi 105 Hickory Dr.. Murray. Mrs Mary D Starks 'expired Convalescent-Division,MCCH.

M•Ow IA Slewnger photo*

Fip
<(‘(‘
DODGE

DAYTONA

759-9600

Murray High School FBLA
member Melanie Julian, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Frank Julian, won
first place in public speaking it.
the Kentucky FBLA Leadership
Conference held in Louisville,
April 21-23. Julian will represent
Kentucky and the Murray Mgt:
Chapter in public speaking at the
FBLA National Conference to be
held in Cincinnati June 23-28.

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
Beautdul new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO. Swimming pools, sun
5::
-2 decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95. . . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions.

'at t IJtUtj
ONO

121flEcILY_SILIBESKEAN

alOss

Ky. Country Ham - Catfish Fingers
Country Style Vegetables
& Salads & Beverages

• Per person, per night, double occupancy

3

Based on avSttability from
Apr 16 to May 25, 1988

.95 Adults

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32X9(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

4

Wednesday Night
5 til 8 p.m.

For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach.
Special Rates:

Oceania Suite Hotel

121111

,
,
Country (I"Part‘i Buffet

$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE

NAMI

Newborn admission
Riddle baby girl, parents,
Beverly and Richard, Rt. 4, Box
358A, Benton.
Dismissals
Paul T. Copeland, 1526 Main St.,
Apt. 2, Murray; Jerry D. Higgins,
Rt. 3. Box 256A1, Murray; Mrs.
Bonnie Ann Wright, Rt. 4, Box 16,
Fulton;
John C. Nanny, Box 711, Murray; Mrs. Janet M. Martin and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Box 195, Paris,
Tenn.: Mrs. Pauline Bucy. Rt. 2,
Hazel;
Clinton R. Moore, Rt. 5, Box 600,
Murray; Walter Hargrotr-t,'Rt:1-,
Dexter; Eunice B. Weatherford,
1303 Porter Ct., Paris, Term.;
Mrs-.--ifirlon M. Sanderson, 28J
Mize Rd., Cerulean; Mrs. Ella
Kathryn Walker, 1602 Sunset
Blvd., Murray; Charles D. Carnail. Rt. 1, Benton.
- ---

Extra Cheese
plus 2 toOpIngS of your choice
on each pun

DISCOUNTS
10c/0-35°/0

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray.Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, April
29, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Heath baby girl, parents, Marie
and Robert, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Sherrod baby boy, parents.
Kathy and Kenneth, Rt. 5, Pans,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dena G. Oakley and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 51H, Benton; Mrs.
Jana Lynn Parker, Box 7, Murray; Miss Tera Todd, 1604 College
Farm Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Mary F. Fones, 509 Beale
St., Murray; Larry Shelton, Rt. 2,
Box 132, Hickory; James S.
Johnson, Rt. 8, Box 355, Murray;
Mrs. Sherry Free, Rt. 8, Box
28A, Murray; Harold Doran Jr..
Rt. 7, Box 2, Murray; Mrs. Lisa
Polivick, Rt. 5, Box 746, Murray;
James Scott Bolser, 2609 Windsor, Owensboro; Mrs Ethel
Johnson. Box 247, Paris. Tenn.;
Lynn Newberry. Rt. 1, Box 583,
Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Catherine S. Kay, Rt. 5,
Box 379, Benton; Mrs. Fannie
Jackson. Box 35, Arlington; Mrs.
Novella Lamb, Rt. 1, Box 289-1,
Murray;
George Miller, Rt. 5, Box 659,
Murray; Mrs. Laura Devore.. Rt.
1, Box 72, Hardin: Etcyel Conrad,
Rt.', Box 31, Gilbertsville:
Mrs. Vera Ward, 109 Spruce St.,
Murray; Mrs. Ruby Forrest, Rt. 5,
Box 1237, Murray; Herman
Loving', 416 South 16th St.,
Murray;
George Ray, 401 Lee St., Paris,
Tenn.; Elmo T. Bidwell expired
1000 Poplar St.. Murray.
---One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
April 30. have been released as
follows:

SPECIAL GUEST - Judy Stabler, left in both pictures. attended the an
nual meeting of Graves Count) Homemakers on April 19 at American
Legion Building, Mayfield. Mrs. Stahler of Callowa) Count) is president
of the Purchase Area Homemakers. In the top photo. Mrs. Stahler is plc
tuned with Janice Curd, center, and Phyllis Youngblood. %ice president
and president respectively of Graves Count). Homemakers. In the hot
tom photo Mrs. Stahler is pictured with John Mowbray • Purchase Area
Extension Direcor, and Dr. Swum Badenhop, assistant director of home
economics at the University of Kentucky . Jean flour, extension agent in
home economics from Calloway f'ountN . also was a guest at the Grayes
County meeting.

DEAR DR. GOTT We want to buy

99' for Lunch
Spaghetti
& Garlic Bread
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Coming community events listed
Tuesday, May 3
Singles' Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will meet
at 7 p.m. at house at 602 Elm St.
————
"Lafferty" will be shown at 6:30
on MSU-TV 11.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly ) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
SoUthwest Calloway-- 'Elementary School will have its monthly
skating party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Circus Skating of Murray.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Purchase Area Chapter of
Adults and Children with Learning
Disabilities will meet at-7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
———
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6 p.m at the club house.
————
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have Ladies'
---Night Out.
————
Ladies Guild of St. Le
Catholic Church will mee t 7
p.m. in Gleason Hall.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Murray Elementary PTO will
meet at 7 p.m. at Robertson
Center.
————
East Calloway Elementary
School Fifth Graders will present
"Alice in Wonderland" at 7 p.m.
the school. This is the annual PTA
program.
Academic Excellence Program
at Murray High School will be
shown on KET at 5 p.m.
Wednesday,litayl—
Murray-Calloway County
Preschool Screening will be from
12 noon to 7 p.m. in Special Education Building, Murray State
University.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
'Nos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include bridge
and golf at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies' day golf will be played
at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
—_——
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at First National Bank at Farmington from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Coldwater Church of Christ from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
cholesterol, triglyceride, anemia
and diabetes screenings and colon
cancer kits will be offered.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will incude Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
Fellowship Supper at 5:30 p.m.,
and prayer meeting, youth
fellowship and children's choirs at
6:30 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist

Wednesday, May 4
Church will include Mid-Week Bible Study, RAs, GAB and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m._
and Wesley luncheon at 11:30 a.m._
————
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will host
First United Methodist Church
Men at a dinner at 6:30 p.m. in
fellowship hall.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Adult Education (video) at 1 p.m. and RCIA
(Fr. Stan) at 7:30 p.m., both in
Gleason Hall.
Murray City Schools will honor
all volunteers from Elementary,
Middle and High Schools from 3:30
to 5 p.m. in cafeteria of Murray
High School.
————
Retirement reception for Dr.
Lloyd P. Jacks, professor of
griculture at Murray State
University, will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
in social area of Department of
Home Economics, second floor,
Applied Science Building North.
————
Kentucky Reservoir Task Force

Wednesday, May 4
meeting will be at 10 a.m. at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Thursday, May 5
Murray Civic Music Association
will present "The King and I" at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
———— Murray -Calloway County
preschool screening will be from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. in Special Education Building, Murray State
University. For an appointment
call 762-6862.
————
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 12 noon at the home of
Jo Cleta Williams.
————
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Piggly Wiggly from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. Blood
pressure, cholesterol,

DATEBOOK
Church Women United to meet
Church Women United will have its May Fellowship program on Friday, May 6, at 10 a.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. The program will be presented by the women of the host
church. A potluck luncheon will be served at noon. All women of Murray
and Calloway County and surrounding areas are invited to attend, according to Toni Jones, president.

Benefit singing on Saturday
A benefit gospel singing for Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Miniatty, Inc., will be Saturday, May.7, at 7:30
p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Among the
featured groups will be The Shelton Singers, according to Dwane Jones,
coordinator for the singing. A free will offering will be taken for Need
Line, a local agency with the purpose of provided the immediate needs
of residents of Murray and Calloway County.

Shedd Academy now enrolling
The Modified Montessori-Kindercare Program at Charles L. Shedd
APSL Research Academy, Mayfield, is now accepting applications for
students, 24 through and including kindergarten students. The Kindercare program will offer both half-day (morning and afternoon) or fullday services for its students. Plus, next year's program will offer extended hours to assist working families needing to pick up their children
later. For more information call 1-247-8007. '

Thursday, May 5
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
————
Life House will have prayer
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building.
————
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi is scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at Ellis Community
Center.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
————
Academic banquet at Murray
High School will be shown on KET
at 5:30 p.m.
————
ROTC Awards Ceremony will be
from 3:30 to 4:15 p.m. in Rooms
226-228, Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. This is open to
the public.
————
Knights of Columbus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Thursday, May 5
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m at Ellis Center.

Murray's "FUN PLACE — To Shop

IVIENTORIESii
ON MAIN
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ON MAIN
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ON MAIN

Opening

Wednesday
May 4, 1988
3 Doors Down From the Dairy Queen!'

SPRING
POT-POURRI
OF ART

*CRAFTS

•ENTERTAINMENT

'HOME BAKED
ITEMS

•WEAVING
*CERAMICS

*PLANTS

*SCULPTURE
*SEEDLINGS
'FRENCH AND
SPANISH
CUISINE

'PHOTOGRAPHY
*DRAWING

•CHLIDRE N'S
ART

•PAINTING
*ANTIQUES

May 7, 1988
9:00 - 4:00

Calloway Co. Public Library
Cash Prizes - Ribbons - Awards Presented At 1:00
.50 Cents Per Art Entry
Applications Available At Library

0
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WE'RE OPEN
6 DAYS A WEEK

qr

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders
Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Revival continues at Grace
Revival services at Grace Baptist Church will continue through Friday, May 6, The Rev. Ron Wells, pastor of Zion's Cause Baptist Church
in Marshall County, is the speaker for services at 7 p.m. each evening.
Leland Peeler is directing the music with Dwane Jones and Anita Smith
as accompanists. A nursery is provided. For transportation call 492-8789
or 753-7599.

Thursday, May 5
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.
————
Murray Women of the Moose is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
lodge hall.

Owners: Louie and Sue Williams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

436-5496

Off Hwy. 121 South

Tennis play on Thursday

yap
soVe
Iley.
dared mist

Ladies' Thursday Tennis Group at Murray Country Club will play at 9
a m.tat the club. The line-up is as follows: Court 1 — Nancy Whitmer,
Martha Andrus, Sue Overbey and Peggy Billington; Court 2 — Rainey
Apperson, Lois Keller, Sharon Wells and Carolyn Cunningham; Court 3
— Georgianna Moffitt, Linda Salley, Shirley Homra and Frances Hulse

rev

(Cont'd on page 8)
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Travel Kit
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CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
With today's changing

60th
Anniversary
Prizes!

economic picture, insured
Certificates of Deposit are a
great place to invest your
savings dollars Let me
show you our full range of
attractive interest rates.
maturity dates and payment
schedules Call today

To be given away

Tuesday
May 31
Packaged for luxury and convenience

, r•

David lane
520 Main Si.
Woo P440onol Motel)

753-7401 .

ra Edward
Et Janes & Co:
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/
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v
Both Gel-o lavish body shampoo and L vi Body Lofton for soh hogiivir skrn
All newly podiaged an 01490^s tocquord canon and acetate bog with gold cord handles
Also Available

Most Precious-BIBB° Limited iime offer

Remember Us For Mother's Day Gifts...

Im• ....PI&•
•••..•

inssuers name 'moist,* on request
Fair, or rnIc. ,nsured up to
$100 000 May be eubfect to onuses'
penalty tor ears, withdrew/el Filson.,
5 2 843 &Mod to avelletsles 5 r
e5 000 minimum dwell
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Nothing to buy!
Just come and sign up'

Help us celebrate our 60 years in business!
West Kentucky and West Tennessee's
Oldest Volume Dealer
FORD

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

(502)753-5273

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Murray, KY 42071
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Shepherds Purse found in nearly all areas discussed by student
By Jim Tolley
MS1: graduate student
working on AIMS Degree
in .Agronomy
Shepherds Purse 1Capsella
bursa-pastoris is a member of the
Cruciferae family or mustard
family. It is found in practically
all crops, gardens, lawn, noncultivated areas, and waste

grounds. Shepherds Purse is a cool
season annual of biennial and is a
very percoscious weed. (meaning
reproduces very fast t Viable seed - can be reproduced within six
weeks after germination. The germination of Shepherds Purse can
last almost all year long. The bulk
of germination occurs in the early
spring months of February,

Italian
NUM Spaghetti Special
S149

March, and 'April. However, late
fall and early winter germination
takes place as well.
Shepherds Purse has a wide
range of occupancy, it is found in
every state of the continental U.S.
and is in about every country except for the tropics. However, it
ma/ be found in the tropics at
higher elevations. Sheperds Purse
is a problem to many countries
agriculturally. The weed can be
found in a variety of crops all over
the world, such as onions in
Russia, barley and wheat in
Finland, sugar cane in Taiwan and

DATEBOOK

ONi
Salad 59 F,tro

With C•orlic Bread

Inside Dining Only

citrus in the United States.
Capsella also occurs in about evey
crop and disturbed areas in the
United States.
Capsella can withstand a wide
variation in all types of soils. It
can be a problem in a thin alfalfa
field where the pH is relatively
high. It can also be found on more
acid soils, grasses, pastures, corn
fields, and wastelands. Shepherds
Purse can grow on well drained
soils as well as soils which remain
quite wet. It can withstand a wide
range of temperatures from near 0
to 80 F.

.(Cont'd from page 7)

Free Refills On Drinks

Volunteers will be honored

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Murray City Sehools will host a reception for all of its volunteers on
Wednesday. May 4, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the cafeteria of Murray High
School. All those who have volunteered for Murray Elementary. Murray
Middle and Murray High Schools this year are invited to attend.

Wednesday II AM 10 pm
You can t eat this well at home for this price

Shepherds Purse may have
some other common names such
as Shepherds bag, Lady's purse,
Witches pouches, Blindweed and
pepper and salt. But most commonly is called Shepherds purse.
It belongs to the mustard family
and has salad properties. It has
often been used in greens along
with other mustards, dandelions
and poke. It is also classified as a
medic. It is a tea that herbalists
consider one of the best medicines
for stopping hemorrages of the
stomach, lungs, uterus and
especially bleeding from the
kidneys. Capsella has also been
blamed for the deaths of horses
and cattle. When eaten, the plants
fibrous stems and fruits forms
ball-like obstructions in the bowels
of these animals.
It is also a host for other
diseases of the Cruciferae family
such as, beet curly top, cabbage
black ring spot, tobacco ringspot
and potato yellow dwarf.
Controlling Shepherds purse

the leaves are quite hairy on both
sides. This hair helps prevent
chemical penetration, thus
preventing kill because the
droplets will beed up on the hair
not touching the surface of the
leaves. In home gardens, control
by preparing a good seed bed and
follow by clean cultivation and
hand hoeing. In alfalfa and small
legumes apply diuron, pronamide
or simazine before crop breaks
dormancy. In turf, use sound
management, liming, fertilizing
and an early application of 2.4-D.
In Small grains use 2.4-D. In
fence, rows paraquat or a soil
sterUant will work.

Your Individual
Horoscope

4t 7A.
Fraaces Drake

Cvafice 9.1/tfelio)te

Incredible Savings on Everything in Stock
SAVE UP TO 50% OFF!

MATTRESS SETS

INCLINER SOFA

Any Size
Any Firmness
Starting at
$68 per pc. Twin Size

Sleeper, loveseat and chair also sole
priced.

12 MONTHS

A

INTEREST FREE!
(To qualified credit customers)
All Purchases Over ;399.00

- RECLINERS

OFF LIST
•Stratolounger
-Flexsteel

100% Wool
Available in:
4' x 6'
8' x 9•
9' x 12'

-Best Rest
-Norwalk

248

Prices Storting at $

etteative gittfekiotte
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, KY

Hours:
9-5 Mon. Sat.

FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1988
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
Though travel Ls favored, expenses
could be costly Tact Ls needed now
in negotiations with others, especially
higher-ups in business Curb p m
restlessness.
TAURUS
(Apr. *.W,to May 20)
You're highly motivated its get
ahead today and 'should do well in
career endeavors. .Guard against
personal extravagance An appointment may tw changed now
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be somewhat erratic in
the way you handle money today
Partnerships are emphasized now
and some of you will be making plans
for a trip together
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22
Try not to let friends distract you
from what has to he done today
Morning hours are best for achieve
ment. You ma) tw upset about
partnership concern
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
Avoid lavish expenditures in connection with either business or
pleasure Your dating life should pick
up now Some have problems with
computers Or other electronic equipment.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Company may want to visit at an
inconvenient time There
plenty
happening around the house today
The unexpected may interfere with
evening plans
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 tio /41.22)
Don't put much stock in t/w big
talk you hear today. Creative pursuits
and leisure activities are favored over
business now Travel plans may tw
altered in some way
SCORPIO
-(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Business negotiations. may break
, off or tw hard to initiate However,
shopping for the home and other
, domestic interests are favored today
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.Z2 to Dec. 21)
Try not to goof off at work You're
direct and forthright in the expression of your views now Partners may
not he in agreement about a financial
matter
CAPRIWORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 19)
Work concentration may he diffi
cult to achieve now and escapist
tendencies are strong Fmanrial
developments are in your favor. but
should be kepi confidential
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb 18)
Its a festive atmosphere at home.
Expect lots of company Some of you
may join a club today Tonight you
may he kept waiting or an engagement is cancelled
PISCES
watio
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
sleight
Be careful whom you confide in
regarding business today Others may
he too talkative Fie mum about your
activities. A dinner guest may be
unavoidably detained tonight.
IF HORN TOI)AY you are a home
body yet universally inclined as well
You can succeed in real estate and
public life.

On the Square
Mayfield, KY

A

elt4111ZWINIC

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
Lio
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

0

710111111103•1111E
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Washing aluminum siding can help hoine

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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FLOOR

PLAN

THIS SINGLE-STORY PASSIVE solar house is deliberately angled at
its core to-caPture sunlight. The living room is highlighted by a sloped
ceiling and _a -fireplace- _Plan __I1A14611( has 1,237 square feet_
For more information write - enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope - to architect Charles Itoty. 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
NY 116-67.-

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatuses
Washing your car makes it look
better. A more important result is
the finish lasts longer. Why not do
the same for the aluminum or
vinyl siding on your house?
Cleaning the siding once a year
- more in an area where there is
heavy pollution from industry usually requires nothing more
than a household detergent, a
garden hose and some of your
time. To remove a moderate
amount of dirt, the accumulation
most homeowners encounter, the
siding should be washed-With a
normal solution of water and
detegent, which is one gallon of
water to 1-3rd cup of detergent.
Contrary to general belief, the
house should be washed from the
bottom to the top, a procedure that
minimizes streaking. As soon as
this is done, use your garden hose
to rinse off the solution with plain
water.
No -matter whit- brand of
detergent you use, avoid any
vigorous rubbing. This could
result in an undesirable gloss on
the siding finish. When you must
wash more than once a year, you
often can get by with the detergent
treatment one time and simple
rinsing the next.
When there is heavy pollution
from industry, mix 1-3rd cup of
detergent with 2-3rcis of a cup of
trisodium phosphate and a gallon
of water. If the dirt accumulation

is heavy, apply the solution with a
brush and rinse well with water.
Should the aluminum or vinyl
siding be stained with substances
such as tar, grease or crayon, apply mineral spirits with a soft cloth.
When the foreign matter is ink,
nail polish, paint, lipstick or gum,
apply cleaning fluid to the spot
with a soft cloth. The flushing with
wateralways follows no matter
what you apply.
Mildew can be removed with a
solution made up of 1-3rd cup of
detergent, 2-3rds cup of trisodium
phosp te and one quart of sodium
percent solution,
h
ousehold bleach
an
ix with three
coin sI s
quarts of water, apply with a
brush and rinse. Mildew usually
will appear as black spots in protected areas, such as under eaves
and inside porch enclosures.
It doesn't happen often, but
when rust occurs on vinyl siding, it
can be moved with oxalic acid
mixed with water. Oxalic acid is
the ingredient of an auto radiator
cleaner. Mix one tablespoon of oxalic acid crystals with one cup of
water, apply with a soft-bristled
brush and wipe with a dry cloth
before flushing. This advice is
given with some trepidation, since
oxalic acid must be handled with
great caution. If you must use it,
wear rubber gloves and protect
your eyes and face. Another product that must be handled with
care is lacquer thinner, which is a

Avoiding water damage calls for action
HOUSTON 1AP - Water is a
major cause of property damage,
and spring showers and warm
weather lead to more waterlogged
homes during the spring and summer months than any other time of
the year. says an expert on water
damage.
Household water damage whether from a serious flood or a
simple leaky roof - can be
minimized by acting fast to save
furniture, carpets and other
household items, says Nelson
Bean, head of a company that
specializes in the reconstruction of
buildings damaged by floods, fires
and other catastrophes.
"Quick action is also necessary
to halt the growth of Mildew, a
foul-smelling, destructive fungus
that thrives in the moist. warm-environment of a flooded house."
warns Bean, president of the
Evans American Corp., based in
Houston.
Understanding the "biology" of
mildew and how air reacts with
water is the key to responding to
water damage, he points out.
"Mildew is a living, fastgrowing organism," he says. "Act
quickly to kill all of the mildew
fungus, and you can immediately
eliminate the odor. But leave just
a few hidden particles and the
mildew will grow tiackoagain and
again."
Bean says trying to mask
mildew odors with deodorizers is
futile.
"The secret to permanently
eliminating odors is to
syternatically remove mildew
particles from all items in the wet

area," he says.
Immediate action is a key to
sticcess, Bean explains, because
of the degenerative qualities of
mildew.
Bean says another common
mistake in dealing with a flooded
household is trying to dry out the
house as quickly as possible by
turning on the heat.
"Heat removes moisture from
the air too fast and can cause
uneven shrinkage in woodwork
and furniture, causing wood to
split," he warns. He says it is far
better to dry out a house slowly by
turning on air conditioning or fans,
which remove water from the air
at a more uniform rate.
Bean and Evans American have
an arsenal of techniques to deal
with mildew and water damage
from serious floods, including
ozone chambers, commercial,
deodorizers and chemical air
filters. Most home owners probably don't need this heavy artillery, says Bean, who points out
that most minor household water
damage can be eliminated by
following these steps:
- Turn on air conditioning or
fans immediately to begin drying
out the house. If heat must be used, keep the thermostat at 10
degrees above the outside
temperature.
- Clean off mildew with a
strong anti-fungal agent such as
chlorine bleach. Apply the bleach
full-strength to hagi-surfaces such
as tile and plastic. Use a weak
solution (one part bleach to four
parts water on porous surfaces
such as wood and fabric.

- If heating or air conditioning
ducts haveheen flooded, they-will
also need a thorough cleaning with
an anti-fungal agent to prevent
mildew growth.
- Sunlight's ultraviolet_ rays
destroy mildew odors, so open
your windows and let nature's best
deodorizer shine in.
- The good news about
sheetrock is that it will not be
damaged by being 'wet. So let
sheetrock dry naturally and concentrate on removing excess
water from less durable items
such as furniture and carpet.
The bad news about sheetrock is
that it is almost`impossible to
remove mildew and water stams,
so get ready to paint. Clean the
sheetrock first with undiluted
bleach and coat with a chemical
sealant such as IOLZ, a product
available at most paint and hardware stores. Otherwise, the stains
will show through the new paint.
- If carpet is thoroughly soaked, re•rriove excess water with a
wet vacuum, roll the carpet back
and throw away the pad. Then set
down supports such as two-by-four
pieces of lumber, roll the carpet
back down and use a turbo dryer
fan to dry the carpet. Turbo dryers
are fans fitted with flat nozzles

sort of last-resort cleaner if none
of the previously mentioned solutions work. Dampen a section of
clean ,cloth with lacquer thinner,
sometimes called xylene, and rub
the stain directly. Because lacquer thinner is so potent, be
careful not to remove any more
material than necessary to avoid
harming the siding. Once again,
rinse well with clear water.
Should you find a light powdered
substance on your siding, do not be
alarmed. Your siding finish was
designed to gradually release
microscopic particles of coating in
the form of a light powder. This
controlled chalking is the best way

for exposed surface coatings to
age. It also provides a selfcleaning feature which 4elps
eliminate loose surface material
during a normal rainfall.
(For additional information
about the care of aluminum and
vinyl siding, write Alcoa Building
Products, P.O. Box 716, Sidney,
OH 45365 for a free brochure.)
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful data on a variety of
subjects in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs,'
which can be obtained by sending
;2 to this newspaper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)

*Free Pot Holders
Throw Mother's Day
30"SELF-CLEANING
GAS RANGE
• Self-cleaning oven
• Black glass oven door
with color-matching
lower panel
• Automatic oven timer
• Waist-high broiler
• Clock with one-hour
timer
• 12 standard features

Nose's ignition
Spear Menet
grew

342,:3,C44

14kRIPic Chef"

39900

Now only $

We Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy

641 N

(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

and are availabl from most equipment rental companies:
- Wet vacuum excess water
from upholstered items and clean
immediately with a quality
upholstery cleaner.
Bean adds that these tips are for
relatively light water damage. If
the house has been standing in
water for days, it may be best to
contact a restoration specialist or
your insurance adjuster to decide
what items are salvageable.

759-1505

MYERs

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Frl 7-5 Sat. 5-12

Werner Ladder

It's Time For Stocking

;-Iherglas,

CHANNEL CATFISH HYBRID BWE GILL
Fathead Minnows Large Mouth Bass Back
Crappie and Triploid Grass Carp (for Pond
Weed Control) The Hybrid Blue Gil' will
reach a weight of 2 to 3 pounds

At The Following Location:
Southern States Co-op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
Time: 10:00-11:00 AM
Pond Equipment Now Available
Call your local store to peace your order or call

Sale
Ends
Monday

Cash & Carry

Yisa4AC-Oiscover

Fish Day

Monitory Will Bis:
TUESDAY, MAY 17

▪

$7695
6 Fr Aluminum

ClOpIlly Steel
Raised Panel Door
9's7 Solid Panel

998"
9'x7' With Glass
$24888

52595

•10 year
warranty
•Slide bar
security
sin white or
brown

Toll Irmo 1400-843-8430
Fish Wagon, Inc.
teute 3 Bo• 337 C

Hair 'sure ark tesAs 72132

We Do
Windows

Associated Materials Handling
& Equipment Supplies
ALIFIES
Parts & Service * Sell * Lease * Rent

BONANZA

MAY SPECIAL

THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Blue Giant R01-5
, Pallet Truck
*5.000 Lb. Capacity
*Made In America To Work & To Lastl
*2 Year Warranty On Hydraulic Pump
*The Best Value! For The Price!

CHI IRCHES

COMMERCIAL

NISSAN
FORKLIFT

CertainTeedill
ILL:=
4"1111.1111111111117
11
? 1
"

(1ARAGFS

(U1
i
imuriAN

Thanks to the advanced technology of CertainTeed
a pioneer in the development of, vinyl building
materials, we now do replacement windows And we
do them right - With virtually maintenance-free solid
vinyl extruded frames and insulating glass to greatly
reduce energy loss Phone us for more details

HORSE BARNS

Call or Write

J.C. Cotes
Construction Co.
8765 Cairo Rood
W. Perilitcoh, Ky. 42086
502-443.8562
ININANZA
111111.111111MOB . . . the brand that
eslie dIl.tMuL

cZlj JERRY ATKINS & ASSOCIATES INC.
Complete Line of Horne Improvements
Siding -Outtars-Fancing-Storrn Doors Storm Windows
Resplecantant Windows-Patio Covers -Fro* Standing Carports

MURRAY OFFICE — Gary Yuill
Ph. 489-2540

Route 11, Box 2, 121 Ily:Poss/ Murray. Kentucky 42071

Office: 7531407

JERRY r ATKINS, Owner

Horns: 753-2815

PADUCAH OFFICE Ph 442-4397 1237 Park 0%e
Paducah Kr

Rt. 1 Kirksey, Ky. •

•.-011.

•
11111011 CITY NinaPh (9011885-9244 402 West Main,
Union City Tenn

•
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Unexplained losing streaks will forever remain just that
Don't tell me baseball isn't a funny game
Baseball is a funny game.
The season is just now going into
its second month, but already the
sports world has had its attention
riveted on American's national
pastime.
Why? Because one tearn was doing particularly lousy. The
Baltimore Orioles, opening the
year with 21 straight defeats,
became the 1988 version of the
Amazin' Mets, the lovable losers
with Bob Ueckers playing every
position.
Everywhere but Baltimore, people were supporting the losing
streak. Television reporters who
couldn't tell a suicide squeeze
from a seventh-inning stretch
were doing on-location "team
report" broadcasts, sports
editorials from Pasadena to
Paducah were either proving the
Birds aren't or are as bad as they

seem. Everyone had heard the
the Milwaukee Brewers were setlatest recycled bad jokes — what
ting records for opening the
do the Orioles and Michael season with the most consecutive
Jackson have in common? being
victories. The ironic thing about
the oldest — and everyone was
the Brewers' 1987 publicity is that,
keeping an eye on the game.
by year's end, most of the people
It may have been bad for
who were attracted by the media
Baltimore, but it means business attention to the winning streak
for baseball.
were assuming it was the MinBaseball loves its losers. The
nesota Twins, who ended as world
Mets, the Washington Senators, champions, who had enjoyed the
the St. Louis Browns are all legen- great start of the season. Baseball
dary losers. Bob Eucker made a Is a funny game.
career out of being bad. The game
I consider myself a long-time
even awards an annual Oriole fan, dating back to seventh
"comeback" award in each grade where Brooks Robinson's
league; sort of a way of saying, color photo held primary status in"boy, you were really bad last side the clear plastic covering of
year."
my spiral notebook binder. But I
Baseball is a funny game. How
was pulling for the O's to set a new
long ago was it that so much na- major league loss record.
tional attention was paid to one
But my support of their "quest','
team at this point of the season?
was bortiout of understanding, not
Oh, let's say... last year, when out of sadistic glee or perverse en-

joymetit at watching bumblers.
I understand slumps. Once,
playing in a so-called amateur
league. I had a batting slump that
grew so severe that my team's pitchers never started a beanball
war unless I was leading off the
next inning.
But enough about that. I also
understand team slumps. Or, I
should say. I think I understand as
much as can be understood, for the
concept of an entire group of
talented athletes hitting a slump
at the same time seems to be
astronomically unlikely.

But it happens. And it happened
once a few summers ago to a
men's softball team that looked
loaded with talent. We were preseason front-runners along with a
couple of other teams, and we promptly ,Inst every game of the
season.
Every game. We brought losing
to an art form, proving ourselves
adept at being defeated 1-0 in
superbly-played efforts as well as
bowing 20-19 after allowing 10 runs
in the final inning. We lost games
after five innings, trailing by as
many as 23 runs; we lost a game
after 17 innings when yours truly
threw a double-play relay to my
girlfriend. She wasn't playing first
base.
Something strange happened to
all of us on that team that summer. None of us actually quit,
although some of our players had
lapses of attention on some of the
hotter Sunday afternoons. And we
never gave up. and we never lost

our sense of bitter humor about
the circumstances. We fought and
we made up and we kept going out
there and we kept getting beat
There's no ending to this story,
There's no moral I can think of to
explain what that summer meant
to me. I could tell you that when
the fall season started, we kept
virtually the same team and won
our first game of the season by
pounding the summer league's
champions.
t$ere was no sense of relief
or Vindi ation after the win, just
as there was no real sense of
shame during our season -long losing streak. We knew we were good
players who had bad times,
`strange limes and sometimes
downright deranged times
Losing wasn't fun to any of us.
But, for most of us at least, playing the game was And we were
the most well-known team in the
league
(Cont'd on page 9)

Spring sports

Mdy Tigers, Calloway battle
to split softball doubleheader
Staff Report
Patrick Gupton led Calloway with a 41 and Trevor
Murray High and Calloway County High battled to
Coleman shot a 46. David McCuiston and Adam
a doubleheader split Monday afternoon with the
Chambers shot 49s.
Lady Tigers taking the first game 8-5 and Calloway
Other scores that did not count included Mike
coming back for an 8-6 win in the second contest.
Wilson's 51 and Chad Jenkins' 55.
Murray's Leslie Loberger carried a five-run first
Graves County's Chris Wilson was the medalist
inning for the win in the opener. The Lady Tigers got
with a 40.
things started with a Jennifer Parker double. Ann
Murray ?ell one stroke behind Paducah Tilghman
Greenfield drove Parker in and Yolanda Greenfield
at Paducah Country Club Monday. The Tornado
doubled. Stephanie Vanover drew a walk and Lori
combined for a 156 and Murray finished with a 157.
Perrin drilled a triple for a 4-0 lead. One out later,
St. Mary was third at 164,
Amy Ford lifted a sacrifice fly to score Perrin.
Murray's Craig Schwettman was medalist with a
Murray picked up three more runs in the sixth inn37. Todd Sims shot a 38 and Jon Muehlman and Bill
ing when Yolanda Greenfield singled and advanced
Fandrich shot 41s.
to third on an error. Perrin and Dina fail added
Lance Balmer and Brock Peyer also played
singles with Perrin picking up an RBI andFord triplalthough their scores did not count. They each shot a
ed in two more runs.
44.
In the second contest, Calloway pitching held MurMurray, Calloway and Caldwell County will meet
ray to only two hits through five innings before Ann
at Murray Country Club today.
Greenfield and Yolanda Greenfield put together
TENNIS
back-to-back singles. Vanover drew a walk and PerMurray's boys team had little trouble in downing
rin singled in a run.
University Heights 9-0 on Monday.
Ford and Doimis Stogner singled in the seventh inJason Hunt won his No. 1 singles contest over Marning and Leslie Weatherford doubled in both runty Cline 8-1 and Mark Whitaker cruised to an 8-0 win
ners. Parker walked and Yolanda Greenfield added
over Sergto Lurk at No. 2. Scott Foster defeated
a single to score another run. Vanover kept the rally
Mike Hamer 8-0, Greg Knedler downed Sean
alive with a triple that scored two more, but Murray
Goulbourne 9-7, Russ Adkins beat Tom Flynn 8-1 and
quickly picked up its third out to end the contest.
Josh Johnson downed Wesley Thomas 8-3.
The Lady Tigers, 8-4, host Mayfield today.
Whitaker and Foster won their No. 1 doubles conCalloway County's statistics and scoring sumtest 8-4, Knedler and Adkins took an 8-5 decision and
maries were not reported.
Johnson and Chris Portner won 8-6.
GOLF
Two exhibition singles matches were played with
The Calloway County Lady Lakers fired a 119 to
Brent Keller and Brian Carroll each winning 8-0. In
leave Mayfield and Graves County far behind in a
doubles exhibition, David Gish and Steven Gresham
six-hole contest Monday. Joanna Gibbs shot a 27 to
won 8-0.
fi
earn medalist honors, just ahead of teammate
The Tigers, 5-2, and Lady 'niters host Marshall
Shelby Morgan who fired a 28.
County today.
Angie Haywood had a 31 and Kim Roberts a 33 as
BASEBALL
Calloway easily topped Mayfield's 143 and Graves
Calloway County met Paducah Tilghman for the
County's 146.
second time this year, but the results were not the
Although their scores did not count, Ami Barnett
same as the Tornado crushed Calloway 14-1 to
shot a 34 and Sara Bucy a 43.
avenge an earlier loss.
The Lakers finished behind Mayfield and Graves
The Lakers scored their only run of the game in the
Calloway County's P.J. Chadwick lines a pitch in girls softball action Monday afternoon. Unfortunately for the
County. The Cardinals shot a 175, Graves a 177 and
fourth inning when Pookie Jones doubled and Corey
Lady Lakers, the ball was drilled right at a Murray defender for an out as Calloway and the Lady Tigers split
Calloway a 185.
((ont'd on page 9)
a doubleheader.
matt photo b‘ (lay Walker
•
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Kemp says he wasn't `looking for a handout' from IU
OFTEN COMPARED

NEVER EQUALED
ECHO gas trimmers have set the standard in 2 cycle engine
technology. No other trimmer lets you start so effortlessly,
provide smooth power and last as long. Because of these
features, ECHO is the largest selling quality built gas trimmer.
Don't settle for a cheap imitation. Go with the proven performer
ECHO, quality built for the long run.
.

SPECIAL
$11999
OT1000
• 16 cc engine
• Pro-fire
ignition
• Lightweight
•Semi-auto
cutting head

EECNO.
First from the start -

LEXINGTON. Ky. I AP ) — University of I:,ntucky basketball recruit
Shawn Kemp has denied a report that he was • looking for a handout"
when he visited Indiana University.
"That's ridiculous. I never had any interest in anything under the
table." Kemp told the South Bend Ind.) Tribune on Monday.
Former Indiana player Rick Calloway said Kemp wanted to know
what he could get if he decided to play with the Hoosiers
"His main question just was: 'Do you get things? Do they kick you all
out(give you kickbacks.' I told him,'Naw, cuz, a week after we won the
national championship it was just like a regular day," Calloway said

OP
EN
IN
G
Frid

ay, May 6th at 4 p7.fin.

4( COUNTY LINE

PLACE
(Formerly County Line Grocery)

Power
Price
Performance

Large Menu To Choose From
/ *Catfish *Shrimp *Frog Legs

• powerful 21 cr engine
•lightweight
•converts easily to blade use
•heavy duty cutting head

Dining Roam Seats 48

*Open Mother's Day
12:00 to 8:00
Special Meal for Mother's Day
Take Out Service - Call 489-2533

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO
How
1O

121 N. to Mayfield on Calloway-Graves Co. Line

•=11111.
.•••••• So.

Sunday in a telephone interview with The Courier-Journal
"Kemp didn't really say anything specifically about money or a car."
said Calloway, a junior who is transferring to Kansas after this school
year. "He just wanted stuff. He kept saying: 'You all don't get nothing? I
know you're lying.' .. He was looking for a handout."
Kemp said Monday he did not even talk to Calloway during the
recruit's official visit to Indiana
"-'Rick wasn't even my host — Jay (Edwards( and Lyndon ) Jones
were," he said. "All this bothers me. It's starting to make me and my
family look bad. I'm starting to get ticked off I'm not sure where they
got any of this stuff. From my side, none of this is true."
Calloway said Jones and Edwards were Kemp's student hosts but that
he was with the three through most of the visit.
The Indiana athletic department has,prohibited current members of
the basketball team from talking with the media because it is finals
week
The NCAA is also investigating a trip that Kemp's mother, Barbara
Brown, made to the Kentucky campus Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. Kentucky's internal investigation of the matter concluded that Ms. Brown paid for her
own transportation and expenses, and Ms. Brown said the same thing in
an interview last week.
Calloway also said he did not understand Kemp's denial.
"If that's what Shawn wants to say, fine. I have nothing against
Shawn. I'm not out to get him. All I did was tell them ( reporters ) what
happened. If I had this to do all over again, I probably wouldn't have said
anything. All I want todo is finish this week (at Ili ) and get out of here. I
have no other comments to make about the situation."
Calloway said he had told Kemp he would regret it if he took money to
play for a school.
"I could have taken money when I came out," Calloway said. "But I
didn't want to be a piece of meat. I said he would have to live with that it
he did."

DeLeon five hits Giants
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jose
DeLeon allowed five hits and
struck out 10 in six-plus innings,
and the St. Louis Cardinals beat
the San Francisco Giants 5-1 Monday night in the first game of the
season between last year's National League division champions.
DeLeon, 2-2, left in the seventh
after yielding a single and his
third- walk. Steve Peters retired

Elsewhere
For a complete look at last
night's scores and tonight's pitching match-ups, check the
Scoreboard
two batters, and Todd Worrell
finished up for his seventh save
The-three St Louis pitchers combined to strike out 14.

••
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Rose's 30-day suspension longest in 41 years
Reds leader appeals decision
after 'ugly' shoving incident
CINCINNATI(AP) — Pete Rose will be allowed to manage the Cincinnati Reds while he fights his 30-day suspension — the harshest for a
manager in 41 years — for shoving an umpire.
Rose said he was shocked to receive the month-long suspension Monday from National League President Bart Giamatti for shoving umpire
Dave Pallone. The two shoves during a loss Saturday night to the New
York Mets touched off an ugly scene at Riverfront Stadium, with fans
hurling objects at Pallone.
Giamatti called the incident "one of the worst in baseball's recent
memory." He also chastised Reds broadcasters Marty Brennaman and
Joe Nuxhall for their on-air criticisms of Pallone during the 15-minute
barrage by fans, and summoned them to New York today for a meeting.
Giamatti called their remarks inflammatory.
The suspension touched off a flurry of irate phone calls to local talk
shows Monday, left Reds players stunned by the severity, and brought
calls for an equally severe sanction against Pallone.
"It's kind of a harsh fine, 30 days," pitcher John Franco said. "I don't
think it's fair to the players, to Pete or to Cincinnati. If anybody should
be suspended for 30 days, it should be Pallone.
"Thirty days is too much. There are people who•commit crimes and
don't spend 30 days in jail."
Rose, too, thought the penalty too severe. He didn't show up at the
ballpark Monday because he had arthroscopic knee surgery in the afternoon, but said in a statement released by the club that he'll challenge the
penalty. Coach Tommy Helms managed the team in a 3-2 victory over
Montreal.
"No player or manager hag-greater respect for the umpires than I do,
and I have demonstrated that oVer the years," Rose said. "But I am
shocked at the length of the suspension I received. While I expected to be
suspended, I feel that this unprecedented 30 days is excessive."
It's the longest suspension for a manager since Leo Durocher of the
Brooklyn Dodgers was suspended for the 1947 season by Commissioner

SCOREBOARD

Happy Chandler for "incidents detrimental to baseball." Durocher
allegedly had associated with gamblers.
Reds General Manager Murray Cook said the team supports Rose's
position and will file a formal appeal today. Rose will be allowed to
manage while his appeal is heard_
If he loses the appeal, Rose would be barred from the dugout and from
any area where he could give directions to the team once the games
begin.
"I'm assuming Pete will manage the club at this point (tonight) if he's
able," Cook said.
The stiff suspension and undisclosed fine for Rose were applauded by
Richie Phillips, executive director of the Major League Umpires'
Association.
"I think that's just fine," he said. "I had asked him (Giamatti) to
move swiftly and severely, and I think 30 days are justified."
Pallone declined comment on the suspension. He's one of two current
National League umpires who worked during,the 1979 umpires' strike,
and isn't a member of the union.
The play that touched off the incident occurred in the ninth inning
Saturday night in a 5-5 game that had already included a bench-clearing
tussle over a hit batsman.
Howard Johnson was on second base with two out in the ninth when
Mookie Wilson hit a grounder toishortstop parry Larkin, whose throw
pulled Nick Esasky off first base. Pallone hesisated before calling
Wilson safe, giving Johnson time to score the eventual winning run
without a throw home.
Rose shot out of the dugout and got into an animated argument With
Pallonir The umpire poked Rose below the left eye, and Rose shoved
Pallone. Rose then was ejected, inciting the crowd of 41,032.
Radios, baseballs, marbles, golf balls and other objects were thrown
on the field for 15 minutes. Pallone was told by crew chief John Kibler to
seek refuge in the umpires' quarters while the rest of the crew finished
the game.
Asked Monday whether he waited too long to make the call, Pallone
said, "My honest answer to that is no."
Brennaman said he stands by his criticism of Pallone.
"The guy's an incompetent umpire. I said that, and I'm ndt backing off
that one bit," Brennaman said Monday.

'Silent' part-owner singing Risen Star's praises
By EDSCHUYLERJL
AP SportaWriter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Ron
Lamargue is described in a Kentucky Derby media book as "a
silent part4lw1'ier of Risen Star."
There was the silent part-owner
singing with the band at a party at
Keeneland in Lexington.
The melody was "When You
Wish Upon A Star," with words by
Lamargue:
"For when you wish on Risen
Star, your Kentucky Derby
dreams will come true."
There is the silent part-owner
handing out a Risen Star T-shirt.
On Derby Day Saturday, he's going to have people hand out 10,000
Risen Star sunshades
There is the silent part-owner
greeting visitors to Risen Star's
barn at Churchill Downs, reading
a poem to the colt written by one of
his employees or inviting
reporters in for coffee and
doughnuts.
Lamargue is a highly successful
automobile dealer in New
Orleans He is loaded with a
salesman's charm.
You get the feeling talking to
Lamargue that if he really tried,

"The last time I counted I had 15
horses, IP* counting Risen Star."
Of his first horse, Lamargue
said, "I was at the track when a
friend of mine the late George
Ackel claimed a horse named
Dance Man.
"I went to a party and told him
I'd like to buy the horse. He said
he would sell him for the claiming
price )$25,0001 if his son, Thad,
could train him."
Lamargue bought Dance Man.
"I just wanted to hear the call,
'And that's Dance Man out in
front' — hey man, that's me," he
said
Lamague has gotten calls with
Risen Star, who won two of three
starts in 1987 and four of five starts
this year.
In his last two races, Risen Star

Roussel, the majority
stockholder of the Fair Grounds
racelrack in New Orleans. trains
Ris4r Star, a son of the fabled
Secretariat.

Losing streaks...

"The night he purchased the colt
he called me and said I was his
partner," recalled Lamargue,
who has been in racing since 1985.

Hadry unfamiliar with spotlight;
leading trainer Lukas basks in it
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Charlie
Hadry doesn't enjoy the spotlight;
D. Wayne Lukas basks in it.
Outside Barn 37 at Churchill
Downs, Hadry, a little-known
Maryland trainer who handles the
colt Private Terms, reluctantly
handles the media attention with
short, barely audible replies
Across the way at Barn 39,
Lukas, the nation's leading trainer
with stables on both coasts and
some in between, speaks of his filly, Winning Colors, in glowing
terms
Either horse figures to be
favored for Saturday's Kentucky
Derby, the 114-mile, opening leg of
thoroughbred racing's Triple
Crown, that could attract as many
as 19 3-year-olds
Private Terms, the Gotham and
Wood Memorial winner at
Aqueduct, is unbeaten in seven
starts, and the colt has shown the
ability to stay close to the pace and
fire in the stretch run.
Winning Colors comes into the
Derby off her front-running romp
over the males in the Santa Anita
Derby. She has won five of six
starts, finishing second by a neck
in her only loss
Asked if he expected Private
Terms to go off as the favorite,
Hadry said Monday, "I really
don't care."
Asked if he was nervous in his
first Derby appearance, Hadry,
57, muttered to the assembled
media, "You people make me
more nervous."
When questioned how he
celebrated after the Wood
Memorial, he said, "I got in my
car and drove home (to
Westminster, Md.) and went to
bed."
Hardy said a Derby victory....
wouldn't mean much to him, but
"It would mean a lot to the horse."
A victory would mean a lot to
Lukas, 52, who, in 10 years, has
become racing's most dominant
trainer but hasn't won the Derby
with 12 starters over the last seven

years.
"It's not as big a thing to me as
people make it out to be," said
Lukas, whose stable earned a
record $11.5 million last year.
Lukas, who has run two- and
three-horse entries in the past, is
going just with Winning Colors,
who will be the 35th filly to run in
the Derby. Only two have won it —
Genuine Risk in 1980 and Regret in
1915.
Lukas ran two fillies in 1984
when Life's Magic ran eighth and
Althea was 19th.
He has saddled numerous other
stakes-winning fillies, headed by
Lady's Secret, the 1986 Horse of
the Year.
"Winning Colors could be my
best filly," he said. "I don't think
she has comparable raw talen to
Lady's Secret, but she has zltre
strength"
Critics claim that Winning Col.
ors didn't beat much on the West
Coast,
But Lukas disagrees, having
saddled horses in all the Derby
Preps.
"The California horses are as
good as any," he said. "If Winning
Colors could have run in all of
them, she would have won them
all."
Lukas places Private Terms and
his filly a notch ahead of the Derby
field with Briao's Time, the
Florida Derby wiruier, and Forty
Niner, winner of seven of 11 starts,
alone on the next level.
Winning Colors, a roan daughter
of Caro, burst from the gate in the
Santa Anita Derby and went on to
a 7,4-length triumph. •

(Connifrom page 8)
Go. 0's.
Baseball is a funny game.
(Haven't you heard that before?)
Here's another one you've heard
before. Times sure have changed.
Home run handshakes used to be
just that — a simple, brief clasp of
the hand by the third-base coaclk
as the batter rounds the bag.
Then came the hand slap. Then
the high-five, which gave way to
all its acrobatic variations, Including the inverted high-five, the
high-jump reverse high-five and
the shake-down, shiver-step, geta-head-start high five.
Then came the low five, which
seemed to be this year's version.
That is, until the Oakland A's star-

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

That's
State Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
insurance." Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East=Mobs
L Pct. GB
W
17
7
708 —
Cleveland
17
8
680
4
New York
14
•
636
2
Boston
• 609 24
14
Detroit
11
500 5
11
Milwaukee
416, 7
* 14
Toronto
080 154
Baltimore
2 23
West Division
Pet. GB
18
7
720 —
Oakland
13
11
.542 44
Kansas City
11
522 5
12
Chicago
11 15 423 74
Seattle
40- - -15 400 8
California Minnesota
9 14 391 8
.9 14 391 8
Texas
•

Moilday's Games
Baltimore 9, Texas 4
Kansas City 2. Boston 0
,Cleveland 3:California 0
Oakland 4. Detroit 2, 10 innings
New York 6. Chicago 1. 12 innings
Milwaukee 4. Minnesota 3
Seattle 7. Toronto 5
Tuesday's Games
Oakland Stewart 6-0 at Detroit Tanana
5-01
Texas 1Hayward 0-01 at „I3.igtimore I Bod.
dicker 0-5). gni
Kansas City I Sabertiagen 3-2) at Boston
*Boyd 2.41.(al .
California 1 McCaskill 1-31 at Cleveland
i Farrell 3-11, in,
New York (Hudson 2-lI at Chicago 4LaPoint 3-ti. In>
Minnesota (Straker 0-1( at Milwaukee
Higuera 2.1 (. in,
at Seattle
Toronto 4 Stottlemyre 0-2
(Campbell 2.2 (. lfli
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Baltimore. .n
Chicago at Boston. In
New York at Kansas City. (n
Texas at Milwaukee.
Detroit at California. in,

Cleveland at Seattle. in i
Toronto at Oakland. In,

ATION AL LEAGUE
East Division
W
I. Pct. GB
17
Pittsburgh
7
708
is
New York
16
7
696
11
13
Chicago
458 6
Montreal
10
12
455 6
10
14
417 7
St Louis
Philadelphia
8
13
381 74

West Division
• L Pet. GB
Los Angeles
14
8 636 —
Houston
14
9
609
Cincinnati
42 12
500 3
San Francisco
12
13
480 34
San Diego
9 14
.391 54
Atlanta
'5
16
.238 84
Monday's Gaines
CInctruiati 3, Montreal 2
Atlanta 3. New York 1
Philadelphia 7. Houston 1
Los Angeles 6, Pittsburgh 3
Chicago 5, San Diego 2
St Louis 5. San Francisco 1
Tuesday's Game,
Montreal I Youmans 0-21 at Cincinnati
(Soto 1.1i. In
Atlanta (P.Smith 1-n at New York (Cone
2-0), In
Houston tKnepper 2-9) at Philadelphia
(Ruffin 2-11, In
Pittsburgh (Dunne 1.01 at Los Angeles
iBelcher 1-1
n
Chicago iSchiranii 1-2 at San Diego
i Whitson 2-01. 1n1
St Louis IMcWilliams 1-0' at San Francisco (Downs 0-2
Wednesday's Games
St Louis at San Francisco
Atlanta at Montreal. ,
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, lni
Houston at New York, in i
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles. In)
Chicago at San Diego:, n

NHL, NBA Playoffs
Conference Finals
Monday . May 2
Bales Conference
Boston 5, New Jersey 3 Boston leads
series 1-0
Tuesday, May 3
Campbell Conference
Detroit at Edmonton
Wednesday, May 4
Wales Conference
New Jersey at Boston
Thursday, May 5

Campbell Conference
Detroit at Edmonton

(Best-of-five
Monday. May 2
Washington 114 Detroit 106. OT, Detroit
leads series 2-1

Tuesday. May3
Chicago at Cleveland
Los Angeles takers at San Antonio
Dallas at Houston
Denver at Seattle

Wednesday. May 4
Boston at New York
Detroit at Washington
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Portland at ['tab

Larry. Krouse Insurance
739-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

EUREKA'S MOTHER DAY

YOUR CHOICE

•Lightweight
But Powerful
N1 7 Piece attachrren
.20 ft cord

Save $40
•Top Fill Bag
•20 ft. cord
•Beaterbar

will sv•wp you
cif 1,cur feet

Carpet
ND3rtagfirtSNYS
Great values an new
a colors and new sizzles.
elpeT4s1 And pick ycur17REE DuPont
Ideas Bock.
Carpet
It• wee/ Ire Ins la kr

New from DuPont 28 pages packed wit: fill.
color room scenes and carpet decorating ideas
$298 value yours free tbr the asking

FREE WITH—ANY
EUREKA VACUUM
PURCHASED
OVER '80
HARD COVER,
A S19 95 value
'480 PAGES
Offer ezpim July 31 19111

Free!

DU PON I

C ARPf
•—

-re-wit a- le..it

80
OFF

--

IF

••••••• tfl

Eureka
Two Motor
Power Team
Model 1756

Newavies.

Revolutionary Du Pont Certified
lieW Wens STAIN M ARTSR•Carpet stain
carpet- all w
.f new colors for 1988
protection in a broad

range

FREE Tools

R

STAIN

•

New plush..,flew

•••••••• rl•W •••141•41••

ranted and certified by DuPont

^

Eureka
Upright
Model 1428

Prices
Start at

•

4.0 Amp Motor

04000S989

Spring sports•••
((ont'd from page 8)
Wells laced a single to drive the
Calloway centerfielder home
Tilghman cashed in on two errors to score eight runs in the first
inning and had little trouble
holding the big lead as Kevin
Turner suffered the loss
Calloway, 12-7, hosts Heath
today.

ting bashing the ball out of
American League parks.
Now the A's are "bashing" each
other after their home runs. It's
called the Monster Bash, g.nd it's a
collision of forearms in some sort
of Roman gladiator salute.
Next thing you know, the
Brewers will begin bodyslamming
their home run hitters at home
-plate. The Twins will counter by
tripping their sluggers as they
come down the third-base line, but
I expect commissioner Peter
Ueberroth will have to step in
when the New York Yankees commence mugging Dave Winfield,
Jack Clark and Don Mattingly.
"Great shot, Don!" Biff! Barn!
Pow!.
Baseball. Is it a funny game, or
what?

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

LAIN?vAS'rER

Square
Yard

• 4 Position
Dial A Nap
• Dual Edge
Kleener•

89"

$

SAVE $30

3.0 Peak

• Rota Malic
Powerhead With
H.P. Motor
Power Driven
Beater Bar
Brush Roll
• 8-Piece
Above The
Floor Cleartng •••
Tools
FREE BOOK

199"

Per

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th

•

s

won the 1 1-16-mile Lousiana Derby on March 13 at the Fair
Grounds, then beat Forty Niner by
a head in the 1 1-16-mile Lexington
on April 16 at Keeneland.
"Nothing could be finer than to
beat Derby horse Forty Niner,"
croons Lamargue.
"Before the race, Louis was
pointing for the Louisiana Derby,"
he said. "I was already thinking
about THE Derby.
"I think this is Risen Star's
year. He has the right name, the
right breeding and the right care.
I've already thought it through for
all three races (the Triple Crown
of the Derby, Preakness and Belmont Stakes)," Lamargue said.
"Sure I daydream. If you don't,
you shouldn't be part of this
game."

he could sell you the rental car
you're driving.
It's Risen Star, not cars, that
Lamargue is selling this week, and
he's having a marvelous time
singing praises of the Louisiana
Derby winner.
In fact, he has a great time just
singing, which he does on commercial jingles for his business
and in charity appearances.
"I was a guy who wasn't
discovered when they discovered
Frankie Avalon and Fabian. I can
still sing and a lot of them can't,"
he said. "Hey, I've still got my
own hair and I'm their age."
Lamargue got his chance to
wish upon a Risen Star when Louie
Roussel III bought the colt for
$300,000 at a 2-year-olds-in training sale at Calder Race
Course in Miami.
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Murray

753 0893

EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE
Long Monthly Payments
Low Interest Rates!
Nome Owned
Fast, Efficient Service! Free Warrentyl
Larger Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 East Main Strcet — 7 f:
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By Abigail
Van Buren

1

Legal

1

Legal

Legal
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Notice

6

Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted
PUBLIC NOTICE
ALES and Goner
E XPERIrNCE l5
A budget hearing will be held by Calloway County Fiscal
198/0•MEDICARE
Maintenance person for
Commerical/ Re
Court in
the courthouse on May 10, 1988 at 1:00 p.m. for the purpos
paint store. Must have
INFORMATION
sidential Gutter Han
e of obtaining comments, written or oral from citizens regarding
ger. minimum 3 years some experience at this
Medicare is again
the proposed
kind of work. Call
experience. Call 753
budget for 1988-89.
changing the Part-A
753 0839 or apply at
8181 between 8A M
A County Road Aid hearing will be held in the courth
deductible and coouse on June
Black's Decorating
4.30P.M
.
14. 1988 for the purpose of hearing comments from
Center, 701 S. 4th St ,
citizens with regard
payments amounts
GOVE
RNME
NT
Jobs
to expending approximately $591,305 which the
Murray
4
county expects to
You will be required to
S15,400172,500 now hir
receive during fiscal year 1988-89. The hearing will
be held at 1:00 p.m.
019, excellent benefits.
pay even more of the
Restaurant
Call 504 649 7922, Ext.
County of Calloway
Dill In tact, if you go to
J8047
-Management
Summary of Proposed Budget 1988-89
the hospital you or
NELP WANTED: Great opportunity growGen. &
LGEA
Jail
Other
your insurance will
DEAR ABBY: Please settle this. think she has very poor taste.
Phone Operetor, no
ing otCoptain D's. CapWhat
Road
Fund&
experience necessary,
have to pay the first
My son brought his live-in girl- would be a tactful way for me
General
Govern
tain D's, o &Aston of S.P.
ment
to get
522,725
will
train. Call 759-9750
5540 00
friend over to my house for supper. across to Paul's "ex" that she
before
Foods, Inc., is now acProtection to Persons & Prop.
does
11,300
158,462
from noon untlr6P.M
She's 32 and he's 26, and they plan not belong there?
Medicare
cepting applications for
Gen. Health & Sanitation
pays
33,000
'HIRING! Governmenf
all management posto marry "someday." My specialty
anything For free inSocial Services
jobs your area. $15,000
ANNOYED
12.450
itions.
is stew. I am on a fixed income and
formati
Rec. & Culture
on call
168,000 Call (602)838
70.500
We desire previous
can't afford anything fancier, but
8885, Ext. 684."
Administration
DEAR ANNOYED: It is not
268.695
Jerry McConnell MAN
restaurant experience,
everyone who has had my stew says your place to get across
AGE
MEN
Capital
T
Project
s
to her
22,000
aggressive, hardworking
Insurance
RESUME • National
it's the best. Anyway, the live-in that she "does not belon
g I Roads
879,305
individuals. career 1.800
Franch
Restau
ise
rant
girlfriend brought her own micro- there." Perhaps she has
753-4199
Emergency Shelter
oriented people
warm
seeking management
3,000
wave dinner! She said she's had my feelings for membe
"Our 211th Year"
We offer- competitive
rs of Paul's
personnel Please send
stew and she didn't care fog it, so family, and they for her.
stortine salaries, exresume to: Headquar
Her,
she brought something she could three children are bonds
cellent bonus program.
ters, 1075 Mineral Wells
Nturray State University is accepting bids
5 Lost and Found
bets
2.Notice
enjoy.
Ave., Paris, TN 38242
mayor medical insurance,
tween her and your husband's
for the establishment of a local price conTRANSFER your 8M/vi LOST or S ray
Black MEDICAL Trans
Miss Abby, I raised four children family and always will be,
advanc
ement oppor.
tact
even
for "installation and/or removal of
home movies to video & white Pony, Hwy 94 criptionist,
runities if you have a
experience
and taught them manners and though she and Paul
tape. 13.50 per 50 ft
carpet and We".
are diWest & Johnny Robert- preferred,
Moncley-- record of sUuess in your
respect for their elders, which is vorced.
reel, tape included
son Road, near Oaks Friday, SA.M.
4P.M. current management
Anyone interested in bidding may contact:
something this woman obviously
Also, slides, negatives Country Club. Last seen Contact
Marshall
position and would late
never learned. If she had been on a
photogr
and
on
Jean
aphs.
Rob
Hamra
,
Free
Assist
Mason
ant
*•*
Director of PurRd
County Hospital, 503
to skirt 0 new career with
pick
up
Phone
deliver
and
y
759
special diet, I would have accommo4006
chasing 5: General Services at (502)
or 753 George McClain Dr ,
Captain D's, please call
Call Donna Darnell, 5161.
dated her with great compassion,
Benton, KY 42025.
782-4090. Mt. R-078H Opening 5/31/88 at 2:00
Video
Produ
ction
DEAR
ABBY:
You recently ran a
1-912-452-6039.
1+IEED
but that wasn't the case, so I told
Lady
to
live
in
6 Help Wanted
Specialties 759'9246.
letter from a Carlton R. Epperson
or mond resume to
with invalid lady. Board
her flat out that she was rude. Ust PEO 1 bOe paid and salary. 759-1661.
Lours Cummings
Now the girlfriend is mad at my (retired), First Class Petty Officer,
In Memory
4
weekly Easy assembly NEED a lob? 4 openings
3766 Itosees Or,
son because he didn't stand up to who said he believes that his 11
work at home making now You
may qualify
Ailliedgeville. GA
me and take her part when I said months at sea without setting foot
2
small decorative if
Not
ice
(1)you do not have
31061
on land is a record. I am writing this
In Memory
pillows. Full or part
she was rude.
GED or your high
letter to you for my uncle, who is
time We supply all school diploma
of
So, please, tell me, who is right?
, (2) you
pre Cut materials and have been
out of school 9 Situation Wanted
MOM IN THE MIDDLE atilt laughing so hard he can't write.
Orene Ellis
pay shipping Free info
He served from 1942 to 1946 on
9 months or more, (3)
Send a stamped, self
Asa new day begins
you are between ages 16 CHRISTIAN family will
DEAR MOM: You aren't in the the USS Minneapolis CA36 heavy
do mowing, light hauling,
address
ed
envelop
e to & 21 We are a EOE
to
dawn
cruiser
March
and
31,
spent
three
years
and
middle, your son is. Ms. Live-in
and house cleaning Also,
Coast Enterprises, This protect
is
funded
1988,
nine
one
months
of God's-at open sea.(He has 11
was indeed rude to have
102,--Bittrnorir- St;• ty---Thi Western ----Ky:- _plumbing. Prices reRedeemed passed
PSL, FL 349114 or call Privarte
brought her own dinner to your battle stars.)
Industry asonable. 4011e99.
107 335-0436.
My uncle, who was both a shellthrough deep shaCou'ncil' 'JTPA
house. If she didn't care for
Call GENERAL house and
dows into a shining
JTPA. Out Of School office cleaning 6 years
your stew, she should have back and a polar bear, has gone
experience
Re _
753 9378 between 8 30
Evening X-ray tech
light to meet his Lord
eaten a token and toyed with around the world seven and a half
ferences Call 759 1578
12
00
5
days
week
a
times
in
water
wanted. !MAT or
mileage, and enthe rest. Furthermore, if she's
Contented and happy
after
3P M
PARTS Manager tor
.ARRT-E. Apply or
mad at your son because he gaged in surface battle with the
MOWING and Trim
to suffer no more, he
Automotive De
Japane
se
fleet
at
Corregi
dor,
the
submit resume to:
didn't side with her instead of
parlment Starting pay ming, large or small
left a beautiful memyards Call 435 4447
Personnel, Maryou, she's not only rude, she's turning point of World War II - so THE Gold Nugget,
$17,000 annually
Gain
ory
for
his
loved
ones
recognition for your WILL keep children in
stupid. Every smart woman maybe Mr. Epperson owes my uncle south side of square,
shall
County
.
and
friends which
auto parts knowledge my home. anytime 4.31
knows that in the long haul, a a right-hand salute. I'm sure you'll Mayfield. Ky. 247 6762.
Hospital,
503
death cannot destroy.
Diamonds, black hills 411111111111111111
while working for an 4678
man will treat his wife the way be hearing from many of the other
George McClain
gold, 14kt. gold chains
established company
2,000
men
who
served
God
put
on
the
his
arms
USS
he treats his mother.
10 Business OPP01111flit,
Drive.
Benton,
Benefits include
In
Minneapolis during that time: Any _"We sell for less!" "We
Murray Ledger
around him and said.
-gUatiinfie
surance, Pensions.
Kentucky 42025.
"Jimmy
16 HOLD Ice Cream
one of them can verify this.
S.,
"Come home"
Thompson Jeweler.
Vacations, Sick Leave Dipping boxes and dip
& Times
TONY (GABBY) GAMBINO,
and
Holidays Send per wells plus 10'
A
chapter comADVERTISINC resume to
Business Hours:
Personnel, lighted sign, $2,700 Cali
NEW ORLEANS
pleted.
DEAR ABBY: Here's the situaSALES
For a P 0
Box 1040 B. 753 7743
nationally known firm
BorklIne
A page turned.
tion: I have been married for 11
Murray, KY 42011
PRINTER
Kingsley
Previous sales ex
A life well lived
years to a man who was married
8a.m.-5p.m.
similar* Gallery
with 3 sets of letters,
perienc
e
a
plus
and
before. (I'll call him Paul.) He and
A rest well earned
New Coen Al
$450
Call
753 7743
print or creative adver
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
his "ex" were divorced when I met
tising background
Written by his Aunt
who
feels
left
out
8a.m.
and
12
wants
an
him, so I had nothing to do with
Instruction
11
helpful. Send full in
Genova Lassiter
improve
breaking up Paul's marriage. They guide d social life. It's an excellent
formation to
Denny,
Wiggi
to becoming a better conversans
Furn.
P0 Box 668. Madison
had been married for 17 years and tionalist and a more attracti
Needed full-time
ve person.
Bldg law N Mow
ville, KY 42431.
had three children.
To order,send your name and address,
LEARN TO ORM
On US $41
for
weekend day
COU
NSELOR,
Now every time there is a death clearly printed, plus check or money
Flobarti
Waves,
Childc
are
Position
Shift
position
in Paul's family, his "ex" not only order for $2.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to:
•be••••fler.c• ts
75386
available for person
Bonus
shows up at the funeral, she sits in Abby's Popularity Booklet: P.O. Box
incentive
over
21
years of age to
.001 Ceesdicabon
447. Mount Morris, III. 61064. Postage
Opec
Thurs.,
Frt.
the family room with his family. I and handling are include
•Ns se'•••••
work in a male group
available Please
d.
111mr.
home. Must be able to
I Sat 9-5; So. 12-5
•Howsemies 01e*

Mom's in a Stew Over Guest
Who Brought Her Own Dinner

111
.

Monday-Friday

Saturday
noon

Shoppers Mall

RN or LPN

MACTINI-TRAILS

5

I TRIED TO GIVE THE RED
BARON A BIRTHDAY CAKE,AND
NE SHOT IT FULL OF HOLES..

JE REERETTE BEAVCOUP
DON'T BE 5AD, FLYIN6 ACE.
YOU WERE VERY BRAVE AND
YOU MADE WM LOOK FOOLISH-.

live in the facility 5 days
at a time Experience or
college degree re
quired. Salary plus
benefits. Send resume

TOUT VA SIEN! SOMEDAY
THEY WILL LAU6N AND 5AY
t•lE 5140T DOWN EIGHTY PLANE5
MP ONE BOUNDAY CAKE

-

to: Director, 3820
Bradshaw, Hopkin
sville, KY 42240

CRUISE Ships Now
Hiring All Positions.
Both -skilled and unskilled. For information
call 615 797 6900, Ext
H469
EXPERIENCED
Automotive F
Manager for local
automobile dealer Ex
cellent income potential
commensurate with
ability and experience
Call for appointment,
753 2682 Wednesday.
May 4 between 8 9A M.
and ask for Tom Boals

,k

4agg
WELL,
IT NEVER

14URT6
IbkiK

CAN I
HAVE A
BITE OF
sOUFt.
CAKE

Cs(,5001ETINEE,
rr AURT6
1T.) A,SgrE6!

.4.111P

Irk *It
/.711CD.

atv
-

The untold ending of DS. Coodef

a
d
.
t
,
h
wrii-"31

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

• MO WON/0•••••••••lIl

s

I KEEP FORGETTING
IT'5
WAKE UP FiR9T, THEN EAT

ACROSS
•

9 Cigar residue
12 Bungle
13 "A Passage

to ---

RFIE
04(11011V1., 5.
I Mi56ED LUNCH,
SAR&E. DO YOU
HAVE ANYTHING TO
NIBBLE ON?

14 Pekoe
15 Fragment
17 Stilettoy
19 Prophet
21 Durocher of
baseball
22 To the side
25 Strikes
29 Equally
30 Subdues
32 Level
33 Baker's
product
35 Washes
37 Middle
Eastern
grp
38 Surfeit
40 Sufferer from
Hansen's
I3
2

5

Answer to Previous Puzzle

disease
42 Teutonic
deity
43 Related on
mother's side
45 Competition
47 Anglo-Saxon
money
49 Danish island
50 Flag
54 Carouse
57 Fish eggs
58 Heating
appliance
60 Mr Wallach
61 The
loneliest
nurrsber62 Has hearing

1 Cul de 4 Burdens

au

WU
G R A CM
E
I DA
L EDON
Nal
REGIECIL
DIUDOM

DAM4 ijo
pup

T HOT
LI A R
GO T 12111 RUDA EGO
11113
AGO
FAD

ma
poNsampo pp o

GROS
SIR
LIEIGI
EL
N la R 0

GUMMI, 1/101111111aGi
OUR
DDNU 00113
DEE
LIU E E
miD
el

organs
63 Mournful

4 Generous
5 Switch
position
8 Sum up
7 Face of watch
8 Wise persons
9 Devoured

DOWN
1 Dry, as wine
2 Negotiate
abbr
3 Pie shell
a

5

6

7

8

ill 10

13

11111

10 Sun talk
11 Possesses
inigncounter
18 Links game
20 Having

11

II

II
hil

IIII

ill

11 11E111
IdlUUUd ilUUU
Id illUUiWI IUU
"UUNI iUUUN lid
43 UUU" ill
II
ill
II
MilliUUUi 64 IIII illiil
IUU IIUdUUU
jUly.
gill

33

III

branches
22 Fall Into
disuse
23 Chinese or

Japanese
24 Foot pedal
26 High
mountain
27 Having less
color
28 Tale
31 Cuttlefish
34 Greek letter
36 Cut
39 Short jacket
41 Unusual
44 Expunge
46 Is fond of
48 Pilaster
50 In favor of
51 Vast age
52 Born
53 Rocky hill
55 Guldo's high

note
56 Cover
59 Brother of
Odin

call or apply in
person at

•rinimpasSd
besibile•

ALIJAISCR
Heritage Manor
4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky 42066
247-0200

nuctorstkaise•

TRAIMIPSO COMO%
UMAIKIN Tim
Cal TOO 111*

1-800-3341203

114 Hill Haven

Facility
E.O.E.
WANTED

Cook and
waitress Call 489 253.3
WELDER/General
Maintenance
Mechanic High School
graduate or Otluivalent
required. Must have
four (4) years of ex
perience in all phases of
fabrication and welding
including electric, gas.
heliarc, TIC, etc .

which can be acquired
through construction
work or welding shop
e xperience. Ad
ditionally, must have
industrial mechanical
maintenance ex
perience in replacing
bearings, couplings.
and V belts; changing
seals., repairing hi lift
pumps, aligning
sheaves and V belts,
oiling and greasing
pumps, fans, and electric motors General
knowledge of plumbing
required. Must be able
to assist in mechanical
work to complete
necessary maint•nance. Salary, $7.21 per,
A-OSTV
- Wei.sonnei Services, Sparks
Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071 EOE/M F

9l
Start

kg-ally Rall urn* part

time Train on ity• atrium.
computers Horne study and
resident training rUNanrtal
atria,
.&AWN. ia placement
assistance National Hdqtri
Lighthouse Pt FL
A.C.T. TRAVEL 901001.
I ROO
redited member S H St'

TRAIN
TY) BE A
PROFESSIONAL
•SECRETARI'
SEC. RECEPTIONIST
*EXECUTIVE
SECRETAR1
.1*r,
lin.• port
nrn* inn,•"eft pr....sins
•nd nIaloN1 •*,
rut
Horn* %WI, and Ite.11•11
rm../ S., hostique noes
I II
1
onereasiid i, WW1/
.411111*,•••• teesesame•
.400.327-7728

THIt N 111T M11110i.

HOSPITAL INSURANCE •
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately Fcrr A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service"

.‘"
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CLASSIFIEDS
10 Business Opportunity

TWO

Buildings, One 3 bed.
room house, all on one
lot, all in A 1 condition.
Call for
Must sell
appointment, 474 8015

14

Want to Buy

LOOKING for Wooden,
freestanding shelves
Call 7 5 3 8 9 5 0
after 6P.M.
TWO Bedroom Trailer
or House, unfurnished,
Calloway Co., not more
than 5 miles from city,
With 1/2 acre lot, $8,000
or less 753 2414
WANT To Buy Boats,
motors, trailers, parts,
anything marine Paris
_ TN, 901 642 6569, 8A.M
5P.M. daily, 1 5P M
Sunday
16

26

TV -Radio

36. For Rent or Leese

45

13
Commerical-

Home Furnishings

COLOR TV & TV
Taff,$75 Call 753-3345
110 COLOR Stereo TV,
Fuzz Buster, 10 Channel
Programmable Porta
ble Scanner, Com
ponent Stereo System
All brand new, 436-2210.
FISHER VCR Stereo
and special effects,
$295 Call 435-4142

Miller's 1 21
Mini Storage
Located on 121 By Pass
751.6774 or 753-6855
after 5 p in

37

Livestock-Supplies

27 Mobile Homes for Sale

SIMMENTAL and
HOUSE Trailer, Simbrah bulls. Per
excellent condition, $2, formance & semen
700. Call 4892643.
tested. Excellent qual
1984 DOUBLEWIDE ity. 1650 8, up Cadiz,
Trailer, 24 X 5/, 3 Ky. 522 8794.
bedroom, 2 baths, $12,
000. New central air 38 Pets-Supplies
unit, Masonite siding
AKC REGISTERED
Also, lot for $2,400 or Maltese pups, 2
will rent. Call 4921901
females, 1 male, $250
REDUCED to Sell 1982 each. Call 474 2286
14x70 Frontier High
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 4 1 . Public Sales
baths, step up kitchen.
Also set on lot 327x87,
septic tank and water
lines $15,500, call after
5P.M 489 2529 Excellent condition

10 X RI

BABY Bed, $45 Call
762 4775 after 3P M
BEDROOM Suite, S150
Call 753 0235 after 6P.M.
2B. Mobile Homes for Rent
GREEN Couch and
BEDROOM, fur
/
condition,
Chair, good
$100 1501 Oak Drive, noshed, in Hazel Call
492 8526.
753 3606.
OR 3-BR, furnished or
kING Sized bed, $150 or
unfurnished, some new
best offer, 759 4100
furniture, natural gas'
SEARS Trash Compac
tor, green, 130 4 Piece electric, air con
Shady Oaks
Solid Oak bed-room ditioned
753 5209.
suite, off white finish
$100 Call 753 7670.
29 Heatsng and Cooling
THREE Piece Living
POP
Rent 1 and /
Room set couch, chair
and loveseat, including bedroom trailers, also a
3 end tables and 1 coffee house in the country
Adult preferred
Call
table in good condition
Will take $300. Call 753 9866
753 9513
10. Business Rentals
T 0 Wicker End
Of Store space
Tables and One Wicker
Coffee Table, 2 Lamps available mid May
Southside Shopping
Call 753 7947
Center 753 9386 or 753
18 Sewing Machines
6612
?JEW and Used Sewing SMALL Building near
Machines and Vaccum campus Ideal for office
or small business Call
Cleaners from $29 50
753 7967
Up Call 474 8015

nFFICE

31
Want to Rent
19 Farm Equipment
SIJFE"P C Fermat( ELDERLY Couple
visiting relatives wish
Tractor, good condition
to rent a 1 Of 2 bedroom
Call 435 4489
furnished opotryteny pe
home during the month
24
Miscellaneous
of June Call 759 1556
BUSIRt55E5 Caps.
SINGLE Campus Mini
iackets, T shirts, golf
shirts for employees stet' needs 3 bedroom
home prefer close to
and advertisement Can
Lived in last
campus
or
be embroidered
residence 7 years $250
printed
Faye's, 514
price range
Need by
Main St . 753 7743
June 1, 1988 753 9786
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30 32 Apts for Rent
years experience 436
Nor
MUR Cal apts
2758 or 436 2562.
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
FIR EV41506 or sa)e
Equal
Now renting
437 4667
Housing Opportunity.
GAS Powered Weedea 759 498.4
ter with bush at
NICE 7 bedroom apar
tachments one year old
Cost $725 new Will sell tment 3 miles East of
for $100 or best offer town, no pets, water
furnished $215 per
Call 7539513
month
Call 753 8848
LIDDEN L atilx Waif before 9P M
Paint 5 gallon can
Bedroom apart
$29 49 Get at Black's ONE
ment, furnished, ad
Decorating Center, 701
aoining college, $110 per
S 4th St , Murray, KY
month Call 753 3114 or
LARGE, large, large 615 262
0000_
selection of storage
NE Bedroom fur
buildings in stock for
nashed apartment, some
immediate delivery
Acree Portable utilities paid, near un
Buildings, Mayfield, iversity and hospital
Phone 7531012 or 753
Ky 502 247 7831
8756
cut,
LAWNMOWER 77"
TAKING applications
8" steel ball bearing for Section 8 Rent
wheels, instant height Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
adiustment, 3 1/2 HP BR
Apply Hilldale
Briggs & Stratton en
Apts , Hardin, Ky
gine, $15999. Wallin Equal Housing
Hardware, Downtown Opportunity
Paris Open all day
Saturday
33 Rooms for Rent
NEW compact Re
SLEEPING Room, re
Excellent
fragerator
trigerator in hair
for campers or dorm Private entrance
rooms See at 310 5 10th Zimmerman Apart
St or call 753 5377
ments, South- 16th St
PRO-TECT Your 753 6609
investment put a rub
ber bed mat in your new 31 Houses for Rent
Pick•Up truck
Stokes
Bedroom house
Tractor, 753 1319
partly furnished
Nice
REAR Tine T‘Ilers I neighborhood close to
forward speeds and university
Call
reverse. Briggs and 753 3920
Stratton engines 5 HP THREE Bedroom
$599 99, 8 HP $689 99 house,
newly decorated,
Wallin Hardware, $375 per month Call
Downtown Paris, TN.
753 2967
RED. Hot Bargainsf
TWO Bedrooms, stove,
Drug dealers' cars, refrigerator, disposal,
boalt, planes re
married couples, no
possessed. Surplus children, no pets, re
Your Area. Buyers
ferences, deposit Call
Guide 1405-6117-6000,
492 8594.
Ext. S 8155.
WANTED
Responsible
SHARP Copiers & Fax
student, male or fem
Machines • For Sale,
ate, to share my house
Service, Supplies or with my son while I am
Demonstrations. Call in
school House is nice
1 800 248 4319 Benton,
and in a quiet, family
KY.
neighborhood in
USED Riding mowers, Murray. Student pays
all sizes and all prices reduced rent of S200 per
Stokes Tractor, Indust month plus $50 00
rial Road, 753 1319.
utilities. Additional arWEST KY Hardwood rangements to be dis
Kiln FAS Poplar, 1.95 cussed in person Call
Other hard 753 8143 or 761 2718
per B.F
woods available. Call August 1, 1988, through
395 5900.
May, 1989
WHIRLPOOL 19.6 cubic
36
For Rent or Lease
foot Upright frost free
freezer, Almond, $250 RENT to Own a Heavy
Call 753 9568.
Duty Washer and
WOOD For Sale. Green Dryer, 118 per week
and seasoned, Call Movie World at
S25/rick. Call 437 4921
753 4663

a

aNE

Gigantic
yard Sale

Wed. & Thurs.
8 AM - ?
In Back Garage
at House Next to
Moose Lodge on
North 16th St.
Ext.
Hot Tub

Moving
- 4-Party
Yard Sala

AUCTION
Cars & Trucks
Fri.,&lay 0,S p.m.
Location GTM Auto Mart
ter & Pooter St Benton KY
527 371 3
LOW cornraussion 'ales We
Pay? ways if you sell ye,get
a check less commission if
you dOn I sell yre pay yok,'Sin
gas tor trying No verge tor no
sate You cant lose A check
either way.
&Me Coeducied By
NATCNITT SAL MATT
AUCTION CO.
11.0.1hisi
Hardin, ICY 42048
Call 1034274713
for Mee 11180flisetion
IGIIsitchistt
Cluseigs
Aeratiamear
cash Cashiers Check
Bani. Letter 0/ Credo

Mid-Week
Yard Sale
405 So. 16th St.
Wed., May 4
12 Noon-5 p.m.
Thurs., May 5
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Electric typewriters sewing
curtains
machines
araPeries 12 volt B&W TV
cameras & other assorted
ten's. new &
43

Real Estate

BOB Haley
Credible
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With Call him
at 489-2266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651
BUSINESS Property
for sale by owner 1303
Chestnut adioining col
lege
Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front Large lot for
future development. 10,
000 below appraisal.
Call 615 262 0000.
roR Rent, Lease or
Sale 2 Bedroom lake
house, stone fireplace
and large deck, glass
front overlooking Blood
River, beautiful view,
great access to water,
must see to appreciate.
Will rent by weekend,
week or -month. Will
lease or rent with option
to buy. Call Bob at
615 966 4.555 or 901 247
3266.
OVERNMENT
Homes from $1.00 (U
Repair) also Tax De
Unguent , and Foreclos
ure Properties.
Available now. For
Listing, Call 1 315 733
6064, Ext. G2558.
kOPPERUD Really
offers • a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753 1224, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
i
& selling Real
Es ate easy for you
44.Lots for

Ileautlful contemporary, passive solar design
pd home. New Listing.

KOPPERUD REALTY
753.1222

711 Maln

.

Fd
Set., 10 am-2 pm
1803 Wlswisll Rd. (at
south end of Goren Rd.)
heelers trailers riding
mower tAkes tools goo
clubs stereo turniture
camper top nshes bao y
items clothes sizes 2-20 &
much much more For info,
MatoOn call 753.7244

Sale

kENTUCKY Lake Lot
12x60 Mobile Home, sep
tic, well, lot goes to TVA
survey line, 116,500 442
1770 or 442 3632
UNDEVELOPED lot af
Center Ridge off Hwy
94 near Lynnhurst Re
sort. Walking distance
to lake. Includes private
cove, boat launch and
dock $2,250 or beSt
offer. Will consider
trading for boat of equal
value Call 901 217 3750

Miirray Ledger & Times

Farms for Sale

47. Motorcycles

APPROXIMATELY 18
acres of improved pasture land with nice
building site on Old
Salem Rd. near Hwy.
121 South. Owner has
reduced price to $19,500
due to other business
interests. Call 527-0903

49.Used Cars

1985 KAWASAKI KXi
250 Pecate 3 wheeler.
Call 753-4447.
1 9 8 6 200 S X 4
WHEELER, with reverse, excellent condi
Hon, 435 4326 after
5P.M
1987 350 YAMAHA 4
wheeler, excellent con
46 Homes for Sale
dation. For sale or take
5 YEAR Old Energy over payments. Call
Saver, modular home. 492-8663 after 6P.M.
Brick 1/2 up, 22 acres HONDA
Aero 50 Scooter
fenced pasture, 15x30 for
sale, runs good, $375.
shed and corn crib,
Call 762-4003.
stocked pond, central
heat and air, 3 bedroom, 48. Auto Services
2 bath, fireplace, appliances stay. Elderly ENGINE, 305 CI, 87
neighbors, extra well model, 3,sjoo actual
built and very clean. 121 miles, $1,000, call 527South on East State 9729.
Line Road. 436-2105.
BEAUTIFUL Lake
home at Panorama
Shores. Two bedroom,
bath, living room, kit"Orar 20 Yen Experience"
chen, energy efficient,
air conditioning 436ESTIMATES
5355.
FIBERGLASSING
BEAUTIFUL Brand
FRAMEWORK
New 3 Bedroom Home
MIG WELDING
in Sherwood Forest.
SPECIALIZING
AU
Kohl Construction Co.,
OVER PAINT.
489-2482.
BRICK Home: 3 bed
Shop: 753-9714
room, 2 bath, min porch,
After 5:00
kitchen, utility room,
753-0062
fenced yard, storage
house, central H/A. 3
blocks from Murray 49
Used Cars
High School. Call 759
'1956
CHEVY,
runs and
4407 after 5P.M.
COUNTRY Cottage. 4 drives good. Call 753bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, 7113 before 5P.M.
sunporch, carport, 1973 FORD Mercury, 2
garage/shop. Fenced door, runs good, $500 or
back yard. Garden spot. best offer. Call 492-8548.
About 5 miles from 1973 FORD Pinto Wa
Murray. (502) 435 4298 gon, 762-4775 after
3P.M. evenings/weekends.
EXCELLENT Oppor. 1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
tunity 2 bedroom home, rebuilt engine,
approximately 1 mile AM/FM, good condifrom lake and resort. tion, $1,700. Call
Priced in the teens. Call 759-9522.
Key Associates Wilson 1974 VW BUG, call
753-7113 before 5P.M.
Realty, 753 3263.
FOR Sale: 2 bedroom 1977 FORD Maverick,
on aprox. 1 acre. 11 very nice. Call 753.7113
before 5P.M.
miles East 94, Jones Rd
Will sell completely 1977 MERCURY Grand
furnished, including Marquis 4 door, black
freezer, washer and with red interior. Like
dryer, air conditioner new. Must see to apand curtains for $30,000. preciate, $1,050. Call
Or will sell unfurnished 436-2427--__
for $25,000. Call Mon 1978 PONTIAC Grand
days or Fridays 8.6 at Prix U. Call 753-0222_
753 7150, ask for Mark, 1978 PONTIAC Sunbird,
or call after 6P.M. at blue, .4 speed. Call
474 2755.
7537113 after 5P.M.
HOUSE plus 10 acres 1979 FIREBIRD, runs
with tobacco barn. excellent, good Eagle
Fixer upper near tires, straight body, V8
Farmington. Asking 301, blue, $1,200 Call
$22,000 (negotiable), 436'5634 evenings.
assumable loan. Call 1979 PEUGEOT diesel,
owner, 615 885 5205.
4 door, auto., sun roof,
THREE Bedroom p.w.. A/C. 1981 Bon
1i
Brick, 1
baths, neville diesel, auto.,
LR /DR, Den, 2 p.w., p.I., A/C, c.c., 4
fireplaces, gas heat, door, 759-4100.
garage, deck, Satellite 1980 BUICK Skylark,
dish, cable, concrete excellent condition. $I,
drive, one acre, 7 miles 395. Call 492-8840.
from Murray, 4 miles 1980 BUICK Century,
from lake. Irvin Cobb p.s., p.b., nice. Call
Rd_ 436 5463.
753 7113 before 5P.M.
THREE Bedroom 1980 CUTLASS
Duplex near college. Supreme, 350, V-8,
Call 753 7947.
A/C, AM/FM, cassTWO -Bedroom Brick ette, good condition.
House, nice neighbor , Great family car or
hood, almost a new'roof, graduation present, $l,
hardwood floors, built 800. 753-9786.
in . carport. Stove re 1981 CUTLASS Supreme
frigerator, air con
4 door, blue inside and
ditioning, shades and out, auto., air, 77,800
curtains are optional. miles, S2,450. Call 492
1614 Ryan St. Call 8884.
753-6413.
1981 CUTLASS, 4 door
WHY rent when you can or 1981 Malibu, 4 door.
buy aluminum sided 2 Good condition, cold
bedroom house? Price air, $1,400. 1981 Buick
Good -,loca
Reduced
Regal and other less
tion, 492 8595 after expensive cars.
5P.M
7 5 3 9 8 7 2, 759 9 9 2 1 .
Rick's Vinyl Roofs.
47
Motorcycles
1981 MONTE Carlo,
1973 HONDA Elsinore auto., p.s., air, 2 door,
12,150. Call 492-8884.
250, $250 Call 4354142
1981 PONTIAC Grand
1981 YAMAHA XT 250,
new tires, approx 2,000 Prix, 2 door, air, p.s.,
Call tilt, cruise, p.b. Call
miles, $600
7537113 before 5P.M
492 8956.
982 YAMAHA XS 4015 1981 TRANS AM, good
Heritage Special. Like rubber, black, make an
offer. Call 753 1504_
new, $700. Call 759 1835.

. Pierce
Body Shop

Tractor Cabover, 400
Cat engine, 13 speed
transmission, d.u., for
sale or trade. Call
436 2388.
1982 FORD Van Club
Wagon XLT, local, 1
owner, 45,000 miles.
Excellent condition $7,
500. Call 7599757 after
4P.M.
1983 FORD Ranger 4X4,
4 speed, 2.3 liter 4
cylinder, short wheel
base, camper top and 5
new tires. $3,800 or best
offer. 924 5598 after
"tSP.M
198/ FORD Ranger, 4
door, 4 speed, blue with
camper topper, one
owner. Call 753'0563.
1986 1/2 NISSAN Pick
Up, new tires, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, 20,
000 miles. Call Todd,
759-1680. After 5P.M.
759.1350,
5 1 . Campers

Hwy 121. Stella *753-9925

1981 STARtRAFT Pop
Up Camper, sleeps 6
Call 759 1361 after 3P.M
II COACHMAN Cabover
Truck Camper, stove
oven, ref , furnace and
more. Call 753 3520 after
330P.M.
TRAVEL Trailer: 1984
27' Kountry Lite,
original owner,
aluminum super structure, awning
microwave, air con ,
ditioning, electric ton.
gue jack. In excellent
condition, 18,500. Phone
(502) 522 7621

,
•
Reeeption
To Hopor

Senator Greg
Higdon
Curris Center
Commonwealth
Lobby & Lounge,
3rd Floor
Thursday, May 5th
3:30-6:00 p.m.
Paid for by Calloway Co Friends of
Senator Greg Higdon
_• .,
.

53. Services Offered

GRAND OPENING

S -n- S IDCIDILS

Above And In Ground
(Specializing in Concrete Pools)
Service
Decks
Chemicals 4 Supplies
•Patios
Tues-Fri 10-6 Sat 8-2
Closed Slirl & Mon
John Smith
Paul Smith
502-382-2733
(602)489-2159

53. Services Offered

1987 CAD LLAC Seville,
Kitchens by
loaded, white/yellow.
WARD ELK INS
Call 753 7113 before
5P.M.
'We create the world's
1982 OLDS Cutlass
Brougham, p.w., seats,
finest kitchens'
Velour interior,
etc
new tires, rally wheels,
411 Maple 753-1713
moon roof, extremely
sharp, 57,000 miles. Call
Al TREE Service and
753-4465 after 5P.M.
1983 BUICK Century, stump removal. Your
professional tree ser60,000 miles. Call 753vice. All types, remo3140 after 5.30P.M.
_
val, topping, feeding.
11184 LINCOLN Mark
Free estimates. 50'
VII, loaded. :blue. Caft
bucket truck and chip753-7113 before 5P.M.
per. Call 753-0906.
1984 RED & White
ACE Lawn Services:
Citation II, excellent
Mowing, Landscaping,
condition, $2,150. Call
any type of yard work.
753-8942.
Call 492-8650.
1985 BUICK Century
A GREAT time to Id
Limited, V-6, triple
Summer in with a
burgandy car with vet.
sunroof from Bill's Upour insides, loaded up,
holstery. Call 753-8085,
42,000 miles. Extra
134 S. 13th.
Call
759.1543
or
sharp.
AU_ Typet of gravel
'
153-0509. --•-and white rock hauled.
9 8 5 CUTLASS
Also, slabs and light and
Supreme, V-8, loaded,
mulch, hauling
31,000 miles, white with -dark
and any type of clean-up
burgandy half top with
work.. Reasonable, Reburgandy inside. Extra
ferences. (Industrial or
sharp. Call 759 1543 or
Residential), 753-0467
753-0509.
after 6P.M.
1916 NISSAN Pulsar
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Red, AM/FM
- 104 -X
Factory _au_thorizeci_for
-trardiv - sunroof, low
Tappan, Kelvinator and
mileage, extra sharp.
Brown. Service on gas
Call 753-5216.
and electric ranges,
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, microwaves, dis18,000 miles, under h washers, rewarranty, loaded with frigerators, etc. Earl
luxury features, elec- Lovett, 354-6956 or 753tric sunroof, dark blue, 5341.
36 MPG, buying Van. APPLIANCE service &
Call 753-9487 after 4P.M.
repair. New & used parts1987 MONTE Carlo SS, on refrigerators, ranges,
T -tops, will consider freezers, air conditioners
trade. 898 3562.
washers & dryers. Hodge
1987 RED Nissan Sen- & Son 753-4669, Dixieland
speed,
tra,. A/C, 5
Shopping Center.
AM/FM stereo cass- APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Call
ette, 18,000 miles.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Jack at 753 4178 or Whirlpool. 28 years ex762-3350.
perience. Parts and service. Bobby Hopper, 7534872 or 436-5848.
B ETTER BUILT
CONSTRUCTION.
May 5th, 6th & 7th
Storage buildings,
treated decks, and
Dan Taylor
, F0,rner* or Murray &
general home improvements. Quality
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
work for less. Free
Cadillac, Inc. of
estimates. L.E.
Williams 489-2663. - Paris, TN
BR EAK I Nd and discNew & Used
ing gardens. Yard lanGM Executives &
dscaping
Leveling
Program Vehicles
d riveways and
Gifts for Everyone
bushhogging. 436-5430
Cokes Popcorn
or 753-0659.
901412-3900
Hwy. 79 W.- Paris
BRICK block and concrete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
50.Used Trucks
New and repair. 27
1968 CHEVY Truck, years experience. Free
short wheel base, no estimates. Large or
motor or transmission, small jobs. Charles
very good body, needs Barnett 753-5476,
paint, $450. Call
527-7182.
Septic Tanks
1976 CHEVY Pack-Up
Truck, maroon and
Pumped
white, white letter tires
....Sewer lines cleaned
...Grease Traps
and stinners, 75,000
pumped
actual miles, p.s.';
Portable toilet
excellent condition, $3,
rentals
300. Call 759-1965 or
...Office trailer rental
753-9164 after 2P.M.
8. sales
1981 PETERBILT

S.2

Boats -Motors

15 RUNABOUT, 50 HP
Mercury motor and
trailer, 1800 Call 753
6120.
16 ii'?' EVINRUDE Ski
Boat with V 6 Buick
inboard
436 5870 or
759 9469
17? REBEL Crappie or
Bass boat, 90 HP Mer
cury, good condition
Call 492 8505
1978 COLgALT I/O, 18
6", 350 Chevy engine,
walk through wind
Shield 901 247 3266.
1978 VIP SWEET Six
teen with 85 HP Johnson
T&T and custom VIP
trailer
Call 753 2388
after 6P M.
1980 CHECKMATE Ski
Boat
Many ac
cessories, 85HP Must
sell Call 753 8009, 328
8472
• IT SAILBOAT Steeps 4
with trailer, excellent
condition. 753 6575 or
753 9750, aSk for Rusty

CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. Call
502-492-8160
'FAMILY tLawn Care Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Service. 753-3534 or
753-3455.
rERCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GARDENS Tilled and
Lawn Maintenance including spraying for
weeds, fertilizing and
mowing. Call 753-2423.
GILSON S 16 HP Twin
Cylinder engine only
$1825. Includes 48"
mowing deck. We service all makes and
models. Free pick up
and delivery. - Jimmy'sLawn Mower
Saw
Shop, Kirksey, KY.
Phone 489-2804.
GRATING, Bulldozer,
Back hoe, Gravel hauling Call 436-2388.
GUTTER ING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LAURA'S Cleaning
Service. Spring or
General cleaning. Carpet shampooing. Call
502-247-4789 after 5P.M.
LAWN Care- We do
anything. Call after
SPAS- _753-5494 or 759
4531.
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free estimates. Phone 492-8899
or 753-1308.

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
2 Chairs &
A Sofa

*39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
0C-K-Y-- C-OLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.
SERVICE on all makes
of Sewing Machines and
V cum Cleaners. Call
_
SEWN
Aachtne
pair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag elosing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Ac
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
No
Free estimates
obligations. 753-5484.
THORNTON Marble.
Certified Marble Man
ufacturer. Call 753-5719
and

55.Feed

Seed

The New
N.K. Seed Corn
Alfalfa
Grasses & Clover
Stec Dust
Garden Seed
& Bedding Plants

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale Rd.
753-5522

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Lane's

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Mobile John &
Septic Service
527 9945
1 800 592 3308

•Drop by is sea our showroom
ir
a.ah..a Bunny 8,..d1a;a
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY

i
**

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 7537203
MAX W Parker,
Attorney at Law Former county attorney;
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153,
Home, 753 7900.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking lots,
seal coating and striping.
Also, limestone, gravel,
top soil and grading.
Phone 753 1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759.
4850.
Interior
PAINTING
and Exterior. 25 years
Quality
experience
work. Reasonable Free
estimates References.
Call 43# 2245.
construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates Call G
& A 436 2617

nUALITY

53. Services Offered

WULFF KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY
Don't buy new!!!

Save $SS

W• cover your old tram's wheoodgrat n Formica Nana matching doors, hcler looks like reel wood' Many colors
Murray, KY

Free Estimates

438-5580

1,1111 II) \I-1()\ t

\I I

ATTENTION:

After 50 Years of
-1
erving the Community

STOKES
TRACTOR

z

Has Decided to Liquidate.
Hrs. Mon. thru Fri. 7:30 to S. Sat 7 30 to Noon

*All Sales Cash Only
•20% off All In Stock P•rts
.1.
es, Keith will be her:
after the Sale

753-131'

Industrial Rd.
..1 • 1

\WI\ ill IN'I

,

III\

.641 UNPICK
STRAWBERRIES
Located on Hwy 641,
two miles south of Murray
LOOK FOR OUR SIGN ON EAST SIDE OF HWY
We

supply

7

handy 5 lb.

7 Acres of beautiful

& 10 lb. Picking

berries to choose from

Baskets for you to take

Hours: 7:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

your berries home in.

400 Per Lb.

It
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OBITUARIES
Edwin Thompson
Edwin Thompson, 69, of 513
South 13th St., Murray, died Monday at 3:40 p.m. at Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.

Joe Bruce Evans, Rt. 7, Murray.
and Eddie Evans, Rt. 8, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Edna Curtiss„ Thief Falls,
Minn.; half brother, Charles
Tidwell,
Rt. 4, Murray; two stepBorn June 20, 1918, in Calloway
sisters,
Mrs.
Treva Wadlcins, Rt.
County, he was the son of the late
1, Kirksey, and Mrs. Earlene
Arthur Edwin Thompson and
Cherry, Paris, Tenn.: stepbrother,
Eunice Elizabeth Crouse..--Hi.
Tidwell, Rt. 3, Murray; nine
Thompson
grandchildren.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
The funeral will be Wednesday
Culista Thompson, to whom he
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalockwas married on June 24, 1971; one
Coleman Funeral Home. Burial
daughter, Mrs. Judy Evans, Rt. 7,
will follow in Murray City
Murray; three sons, Greg ThompCemetery.
son, Palestine, Texas, Joe Edd
Friends may call at the funeral
Thompson, Hardin, and Ronald
home after 6 p.m. tonight
Thompson, Murray; two stepsons, (Tuesday).

Wayne Ferguson

-

Wayne Ferguson, 80, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Monday at
1:25 p.m. at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn. He was a
retired carpenter.
Born Oct. 31, 1907, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Lee Ferguson -and Laura Idella
Higgins Ferguson. He also was
preceded in death by one sister,
Mrs. Madeline Jones, and two
brothers, Robert Ferguson and
Ewell Ferguson.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Shellie Williams Ferguson, to

Mrs. Mary
D. Starks
The funeral for Mrs. Mary D.
Starks is today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chap61 of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John L. Hicks is
officiating. The song service is by
singers from Hardin Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers are Kenneth Starks,
Glenn Starks, Phillip Starks, Jimmy Starks, Larry McKenzie and
Keith Oakley, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mrs. Starks, 90, Hardin, died
Sunday at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Velda Linn, Murray, Mrs. Mary Jo Newberry,
Greenburg, N.C., Mrs. Clifford
(Betty) Burnett, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Paul (Glenda) Murphy,
Rt. 1, Murray; three sons, Neal
Starks, Rt. 2, Murray, and Bernard Starks and J.B. Starks, Rt. 1,
Almo; one sister, Mrs. Amy Ivey;
14 grandchildren; eight
stepgrandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Mary Oval Gtx!ley
Mrs. Mary Oval Colley, 84, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, died Monday at 3:32 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Born Oct. 24, 1903, she was the
daughter of the late William
Williams and Willie Lawrence
Williams,
She was a member of Antioch
Church of Christ. One son, Charles
Dallas Colley, preceded her in
death.
Survivors are her husband,
Alfred R. Colley; one son, Al
I Butch) Colley. Sedalia: one

'Mena
—is-of 10 a.m.
+5.14
Goodyear
2443.27
I.B.M.
49% '+%''
Ingersoll Rand
2.5B 2514A
derrico
28114 +1
/
4
limari
29% -14
Kroger
2.11/1 + 1/8
JCPenney
27% unc
Penwalt
271/2 -1/4
Quaker Oats
714B 7/
1
4A
Sears
45 +%
Texaco
47% +1
/
4
Time Inc.
50/
1
4 +%
l..S.Tobacco
78/
1
4 + 1/2
Wal-Mart
/
2
Weedy's
1844 -1
53% -%
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

and Rockeastle counties.
"I am gratified that the Joplin
_tunny hasenbvitedtheir outstanding newspaper to our company,"
Park said. "The CommonwealthJournal and its companion
publications have had a long
history of serving their community with distinction and fit well into
our newspaper group."
The Commonwealth-Journal is
Park Conununications' first daily
newspaper in Kentucky.
Two years ago Park Communications purchased the Al
Smith newspapers in London, Leitchfield and Russellville, weeklies
and semi-weeklies. Last year the
company expanded its London
newspaper, The Sentinel-Echo, to
a thrice-weekly and acquired from
Ronald Caudill the Morehead based group of five paid non-daily

and. operates 14..K.ent0C-0- newspaper publications. The com113% +1
/
4
pany owns 121 publications in114/
1
4 + 14
cluding 39 daily newspapers.
.341/4 •14
Joplin, who is recuperating
141
/
48 141AA
from
an aneurysm suffered the
34/
1
4 •/
1
4
Last of January, wW remain as a
.33% +%
consultant to Park. He has been
47% -%
editor and co-publisher of the
41% +1%
44 AA
newspaper since it became a daily
22 years ago. Prior to that he was
31144 unc
editor of the weekly, The Com88 +%
monwealth, which his father had
Si -14
published since 1925.
101% unc
I% -54
4.04

depend on us for

Give your Mother a Country Ham
from Gibson Ham Co. for Mother's Day
They will love it!
Pond Raised

Catfish Fillets

lb

$'
4
1 59
V

100% Pure Ground Beef V. lb.
$ 1 946

Patties

14 lb Box

Gibson's Aged /
1
2 or Whole

Country Ham

lb

$.1 99

lb

79

lb

$419

Field

Wieners
Choice Whole

Ribeye's
No Charge For Cutting

Choice

....Sides
of Beet
No Charge

lb. $ 1 45

For Cutting. Wrapping & Frrrazing-1‘

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 715S-1001
107 N. 3rd St.

7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

we Accspt
Food Stomps

Only Federar Inspected Meat Marker in Murray
•

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Exterior Oil Stain

39
5
,,
$1
SAVE '3.30 GAL.

Exterior Latex Stain
$1 3
95fial
SAVE '3.30 GAL.

Mrs. Pearl Riley

warrsJ Pahille Market airlwa florv4rolitay
I(eaturty runless.. Arra Moir Market Ropert ht
chthiti I 11070si 114alkaas Rocv4pas Art.8111Z0t.
Harrows& OM AO Mr.,. Rows away 4181diber.
URi i U191110 lbs.
1148.4.411.1141
4/111 I t 1/1-11101 lbs.
1141.10-48-011
UR
128-1810 lbs.
1111.01-41.01
MI 1-4 1lS474 lbs.
H1JS.èI.$S
Sews
VII 1.1 170-811 lbs.
111.01 U.09 few 81.80
VII I-) 1011410 Ub.1111.0111.114
VS 1-1 011911111 US.
110.0111.11
vs 1-1
sad /88,
11111.10.U411
VII II 180-110 lbs.
19/1-1,111.80
Rears 11011.110-111.10

4444

9.5% VARIABLE RATE INTEREST (Up to 20 years)
1% Maximum Annual Oap
4% Maximum Lifetime Cap
1 Point = 9.64% Annual Percentage Rate
Examples:
$20,000 loan, for 20 years @ 9.5% = $186.43 mo. payment
$30,000 loan, for 20 years @ 9.5% = $279.64 mo. payment
$50,000 loan, for 20 Years @ 9.5% = $466.07 mo. payment

Services for Ronnie W. Strong
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Vester
Moreland the Rev. Weldon
Thomas will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Gary
Burgin, Tim Hawkins, Mike
Powers, Tom.Andreason, Timmy
Washington and Billy Strong.
Harry Washington and members
of Disabled American Veterans
will be honorary pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Calvary
Presbyterian Church Cemetery.
Mr. Strong, 41, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
died Sunday at Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Maggie Strong, and one
brother, the Rev. William Strong,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Margaret Langston, Paducah.

Hog market
reports listed

Whitley City, the county seat, and
mainly serves McCreary County.
The four newspaper publications serve more than 70,000
homes in Pulaski, McCreary,
Wayne, Russell, Casey, Lincoln

newspapers and one controlled distribution weekly.
Park Communications now

Stock Market

R.pnnie W. Strong

The funeral for Mrs. Pearl Riley
is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Burial will follow in
Brewers Cemetery.
Mrs. Riley, 68, Rt. 1, Benton,
died Sunday at 6:38 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Brown Riley,. and
one brother, Willard Joyce.
Survivors are one stepson, Billy
Riley, Michigan; twosisters, Mrs.
Lois Morris, Murray, and Mrs.
Dean Gipson, Benton; two
brothers, Son Joyce and Archie
Joyce, Calvert City.

44**********
1880 Buick Regal, sover p
pb air auto
$1,900.00

Somerset paper sold VALUE EQUALITY

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — The
whom he was married on May 5. Commonwealth-Journal, its three
weekly newspapers and its com1936; two daughters, Mrs. Homer
mercial
printing operation have
)Dianna) Maddox, Rt. 2, Paris.
Tenn., and Mrs. Linda Turner. been sold to a division of Park
Paris; two grandchildren, Kent Communications Inc., the
newspaper announced today.
Maddox, Fort Hood, Texas, and
Park Newspapers of the
Kirk Maddox. Paris.
_Onnberl
ands Inc., the..Kentuchy.
Mr. Ferguson was-a-member of
unit
of
the
company, acquired the
Hazel Baptist Church' where the
funeral will be Wednesday at 3 Somerset newspapers Monday,
p.m. The Rev. James Garland and said George Joplin III, president
of The Commonwealth-Journal,
the Rev. Thomas Walker will
and Roy H. Park, chairman of
officiate.
Park
Communications.
Pallbearers will be Binford D.
Park also assumes control of
Alexander, Johnny Williams, Jimmy Williams, Jeff Paschall, three weeklies, The Advisor, The
William Homer Maddox, Kent Shopper-Stopper and The McMaddox and Kirk Maddox. Burial Creary County Record. The Adwill follow in_ _Puryear _City visor and The Shopper-Stopper are
controlled distribution weeklies,
Cemetery.
Friends may call at McEvoy each with more than 30,000 cirFuneral Home, Paris,'until 12 culation in Pulaski and adjacent
noon Wednesday when the body counties. The McCreary County
Record, with more than 5,000
will be taken to the church.
subscribers, has its offices in

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

sister, Mrs. Irbanell White, Rt. 1,
Murray; one grandchild
Services will be Thursday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Barry
Poyner wW officiate.
Pallbearers will be Barry
Canter, Brad Canter, Brent
Canter, Darren Harrison, Rodney
Tidwell and Jim Crum. Burial will
follow in Antioch Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) and on
Wednesday at the funeral home

Interior Latex
Wall Paint

$1 1 89
SAVE s2.45 GAL.
IN-STOCK WALLPAPER SALE
Pick it out, hang it upALL IN ONE DAY!

'6'8 sal
y

y

w

(Compare our low closing costs!)
,11•••••k.

A
mortgage
that looks
good
year...after
year.
The Bank of Murray takes pride in our community! We want to assist
with your
Real Estate Mortgage needs! Check with one of our Loan Officers for more
details on other mortgage options. When you bank with us...YOUR
FINANCIAL
NEEDS ARE ALWAYS KEPT MOST CONFIDENTIAL!
•

ROLL
ODB1

Prepasted-strippable

All Borders

$'70°Pack

Ok.
0
OVAK21,'•'

Bel-Air Decor
Center
753-3642

Bel-Air Shopping

a..

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

t rItj

.441WI.On

LENDER

